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Test Indirect des circuits Analogique et RF: Contribution 
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Indirect Analog/RF IC testing: Accuracy & Robustness 

improvements   
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The recent advances in fabrication and packaging technologies have enabled the 

development of high performance complex Radio Frequency (RF) chips for a wide range of 

applications. RF chips, which are the focus of this work, are on the leading edge of 

technological developments and rise a significant number of production problems. 

Considering first the global production costs of high volume production of Integrated Circuits 

(ICs), these costs include design, manufacturing and test costs. In the recent years it has been 

observed that i) design costs have grown significantly but not drastically due to improved 

design productivity, ii) manufacturing costs have remained reasonably flat because of 

technological advances, iii) test costs have dramatically increased because of ever demanding 

requirements on the test instrumentation. Note that this is true for today highly integrated 

digital System-on-Chip (SoC) and System-in-Package (SiP) products manufactured in 

nanometer technology for which an Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) equipped with high-

speed digital resources are required. But it is even emphasized for analog and RF products for 

which not only high-speed but also high-precision analog and RF test resources are required.  

Indeed the conventional approach for testing analog and Radio Frequency (RF) devices 

is specification-oriented testing, which consists in measuring the majority or totality of the 

circuit performance parameters defined in its datasheet and comparing these values to pre-

defined tolerance limits in order to sort the fabricated circuits as good or bad circuits. Typical 

RF measurements include “Gain”, “Noise Figure” (NF), “Third-Order Intermodulation” 

(IP3), just to name a few... This strategy, summarized by Fig. 1, aims at adapting the test to 

each kind of circuit, according to its function and performances. Another strategy, called 

structural-oriented testing, has been developed over the years. This strategy relies on a list of 

fault models to be applied to any kind of circuit regardless of its function. The specification-

oriented strategy was and continues to be predominantly adopted due to the lack of widely 

applicable fault models. The clear advantage of specification-oriented testing is that it 

obviously offers good test quality, but at extremely high cost due to the required sophisticated 

test equipment and long test time. In addition, testing is usually applied at two different levels 

of the manufacturing process, i.e. first at wafer-level after silicon wafers have been fabricated 
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and then at package-level once circuits have been encapsulated. For all these reasons, testing 

costs for RF products are becoming the largest part of the overall costs [1] [2].  

�

Fig. 1: Specification-based test strategy

Beyond the cost problems, technical measurement capabilities are also a challenge, 

especially at wafer level which is of crucial importance to guarantee Known-Good-Dies 

(KGD) [3]. Indeed RF measurements are severely impacted by the environment: parasitic 

elements, improperly calibrated equipment, external radiations, etc. Assuming a complex RF 

chip with limited access, it is very difficult if not impossible to get the correct RF parameters 

measurement even by using expensive ATE equipped with high-performance resources. 

Consequently due to the high cost and technical problems, specification-based RF IC testing 

is the major bottleneck to reduce the overall manufacturing cost in semiconductors industry.  

In this context, industrials are continuously looking for novel low-cost test strategies for 

analog and RF devices to overcome the cost issue. Several techniques such as analog Built-In-

Self-Test (BIST) and Design for Test (DfT), which are no longer based on RF specification 

measurements, have been investigated. They are based on signature measurements to classify 

good and bad devices. Another promising solution to lessen the burden of specification testing 

is indirect testing, also called in literature alternate testing. In this strategy, the results of 

specification testing are derived from a set of few Indirect Measurements (IMs) obtained with 

low-cost test equipment. The idea is to use a training set of devices in order to learn the 

mapping between the indirect measurements and the circuit performance parameters during a 

first phase; only the indirect measurements are then used during the production testing phase 

to perform device specification prediction and/or device classification. As a consequence, it is 

possible to significantly decrease the number and complexity of test configurations.  

Despite the clear advantages of employing the indirect test approach and a number of 

convincing attempts to prove its efficiency [4] [5] [6], the deployment of this strategy in 

industry is limited. This is due to the fact that the RF parameters values are predicted and not 

actually measured; industrials have not sufficient confidence on the predicted RF parameters. 
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This lack of confidence is generated by the prediction model itself. Indeed it is very difficult 

to map all the interactions between an RF parameter to be predicted and the indirect 

measurements for the entire possible situations in a prediction model. Moreover, the 

prediction model is valid only on a set of devices having the same statistical properties of the 

set used to build the prediction model. These facts lead to inaccurate prediction of the RF

parameter for some devices. Although the number of such devices is extremely small, the 

large error between actual and predicted values of these devices constitutes a serious obstacle 

for a large deployment of the indirect testing strategy in the industry. The objective of this 

work is to provide confidence in the indirect test strategy by improving prediction accuracy 

and ensuring robustness of the test procedure. 

The first chapter is a quick overview on the analog and RF ICs testing state of the art. 

At this level, factors contributing to the cost of a given testing strategy are analyzed. Then we 

present the specificity of RF IC testing. Finally in this chapter, some cost-reduced RF IC

testing strategies are presented.  

In the second chapter, the efficiency of prediction-oriented indirect testing is deeply 

analyzed. First, we introduce the test vehicles which will be used for the experiments all over 

this work. These test vehicles are from NXP Semiconductors and they comprise a Low Noise 

Amplifier (LNA) and a Power Amplifier (PA) Then, we present results of experiments 

performed in order to compare some regression-fitting algorithms and highlight the 

limitations of the conventional implementation scheme. 

The third chapter deals with the problem of selecting a pertinent set of indirect 

measurements that permits to accurately predict the device specifications. The efficiency of 

some commonly-used feature selection algorithms is investigated and an alternative selection 

strategy is developed with the objective to reduce the overall cost while maintaining the 

accuracy. 

The fourth and last chapter is dedicated to study prediction confidence and model 

robustness versus some varying parameters. Here a strengthened implementation of the 

prediction-oriented indirect test is proposed. This new implementation is based on prediction 

model redundancy and it can be adopted to improve prediction accuracy and ensure 

robustness against learning conditions such as training set of limited size or use of indirect 

measurements with imperfect correlation with specifications. 

Finally in the conclusion, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized and 

perspectives for future work are presented. 
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I.1 Introduction 

The design of digital circuits follows, for decades, trends that nowadays potentially 

make them constituted of billions of transistors. On contrary analog/RF circuits remain made 

of a reduced number of basic elements, rarely exceeding a few hundreds. 

From a testing point of view, the main issues stand on the side of analog/RF circuits. 

Indeed in parallel of the increasing number of transistors in digital circuits, the testing strategy 

that became predominant is called the structural testing. Thanks to the limited number states 

of a digital signal, it has been possible to develop a strategy that can be applied to any kind of 

digital circuit regardless of their function. In addition thanks to structural testing, it is possible 

to run parallel tests, in order to tackle the issue of the total time for testing. On the opposite, 

analog signals are continuous in time and amplitude, inducing infinity of possible values. 

Their characteristics strongly rely on the considered circuit and its function. In addition these 

signals are also sensitive to the using conditions such as the temperature and to the variations 

of manufacturing process variables. As a consequence, testing analog circuits requires the use 

of stimuli that are functional signals in order to measure the specifications of the considered 

circuit-under-test. As a consequence, testing methodologies for analog circuits are specific to 

each type of circuit (power amplifier, low noise amplifier, mixer…). For years, some 

researchers try to develop a structural test strategy for any kind of analog circuits, but it is 

very difficult to provide a relevant list of fault models affecting analog circuits like for digital 

circuits. As a consequence the specification-based test approach remains the main strategy 

used for testing analog circuits. Although, the specification based test strategy has the golden 

test quality, it is a very heavy procedure. It, due to the cost of the RF equipment, the 

calibration step, enabling multisite test and the large test time, industrials want to develop 

alternative analog RF test strategies to overcome these issues. This chapter provides an 

overview on the current practice in analog and RF IC test. In addition, we introduce several 

low-cost testing paradigms including the DFT/BIST based solution, the loopback testing, and 
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the indirect testing that offer the promise of significant test cost reduction with little or even 

no compromise in test quality. 

� �
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I.2 Industrial test generalities  

Testing integrated circuits or systems is a mandatory phase in the manufacturing 

process. As the functioning of an electronic device strongly relies on each circuit or systems 

that compose it, each sample of a circuit or system is consequently tested before 

commercialization. The test concern mainly two different phases in cycle of maturity of a 

semiconductor product: characterization phase and production phase. The objectives of 

product test at these two phases are radically different.  

The first type is dedicated for the pre-series of a manufactured device.� It is basically 

intended to validate the design of the circuit or system in terms of functionality and 

specifications. For this, a variety of tests involving different settings are performed to measure 

the characteristics of the manufactured circuit and most critical functional conditions. At this 

stage, sophisticated equipment is used; the test time and cost are not critical constraints. Once 

the characterization phase is complete, the high volume production of circuit is launched. In 

this level each manufactured device should be tested to ensure conformance to the datasheet 

specifications. Along the flow of IC manufacturing several tests are performed. We 

distinguish specially, to critical steps of the flow where the conformity of the devices should 

be checked. The first is before die dicing it called wafer sort where defective die are 

eliminated from the flow. The Second is after die packaging to ensure the conformance of the 

device to its datasheet requirements.  

Given the large number of manufactured devise, typically several million per year, the 

test cost becomes very important criterion. The cost of a test solution results from many 

factors: test equipment capital, additional facilities capital (Handler, RF probes, etc.), 

operations overhead (operator, maintenance, building, etc.), Test development engineering [7] 

[8].  

Fig. 2 emphasizes the relative importance of the test time on the overall test cost per 

device. The cost factors associated with testing a device at various test times are shown. Note 

that the primary contributor to the device test cost is the operations overhead cost followed by 

the test system capital cost. 
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Fig. 2: Test cost versus test time. 

According to this model the test time play a significant role to reduce the overall test 

cost per device. A total test time of 330ms leads to a one-cent-per-device total test cost. Based 

on the above observation, an RF IC test system is needed that could achieve a 300 ms (or less) 

per device test time to reach the targeted one-cent-per-device test cost. How to accomplish 

these two factors play a significant role starting with the hardware cost and then test time 

reduction.  

�

Fig. 3: ATE cost increase with additional added features  

The Fig. 3 shows the cost test equipment capital increase with adding additional 

features. Regarding to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 RF devices have the highest test cost among all the 

types of circuits. This is due to the higher cost of the RF test features. This is a real obstacle 

for developing test solutions with a reduced cost per device. However, several techniques 

have been developed to relax the equipment constraints. The strategies presented in this 

chapter and in the next ones aim at reducing the amount due to the test equipment.  
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Concerning the test time, there are two main contributors: the time for the test program 

to run (which is linked to the time needed to set and operate each test) and how fast can the 

handler move the parts between the bins and the socket or move the wafer. This work focuses 

on the first contributor. One way to reduce the program test time is to simplify the test 

measurement required such as converting a test signal to a DC parameter instead of digitizing 

it. Further in this chapter, techniques for test time reduction and equipment cost reduction will 

be presented. 

I.3 Analog/RF ICs testing specificity 

I.3.1 Faults in analog/RF ICs 

Faults in analog/RF ICs could be classified into two main categories: Catastrophic faults 

and parametric faults. Catastrophic faults (i.e. hard impact in the circuit) include generally 

shorts between nodes, open nodes and other hard changes in a circuit. Parametric faults (i.e. 

soft impacts in the circuit) are faults that do not affect the connectivity of the circuit; those 

are, for the most, variations of the dimensions of transistors and passive components due to a 

not�well controlled technology process. Moreover, the parametric faults are further 

categorized into global and local faults. The first one occurs when all active or passive area in 

the device are impacted while the second occurs only when these areas are affected locally in 

the circuit. Global defects usually result from fluctuation in the manufacturing environment, 

such as a systematic misalignment of masks or a problem which systematically affects the 

active areas of the transistors. The variation of manufacturing environment can also lead to 

local defects. In this case, it is not a systematic variation but a local variation generating slight 

random differences between two adjacent components: this is called mismatch. Other typical 

example of a local defect is constituted by a dust particle on a lithographic mask producing a 

disparity such as a local variation in the ratio ��� of a transistor. 

I.3.2 Analog/RF ICs test: current practice  

Usually, catastrophic faults are easy to detect. In this case the device has a severe 

dysfunction or it simply does not work. A simple continuity test is often enough to identify 

defective devices including this type of fault. In addition, defect models modeling shorts and 

opens in the circuit can be used to primary eliminate this kind of faulty circuits. The most 

problematic thing is how to detect devices including parametric faults. Insofar as the 

parametric faults affect the performance of the circuit, the device passes the continuity test 
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and there are no reliable fault models that can detect the faults. The only way to detect the 

devices affected by the parametric faults is to measure the performance of the circuits and to 

compare them to those defined in its datasheet.  

In the context of analog/RF ICs the specification test is usually reserved to the final test 

(i.e. packaged device). For many years, the wafer sort is based on decimating devices only 

including catastrophic faults. As a result there was limited ability to reduce overall test costs. 

Another problematic fact that with novel IC integration methods like SiP (System in Package) 

and 3D the industrials need for KGD (known good die) to develop reliable and cost efficient 

processes. The issue of package scrap is more problematic with these technologies. For the 

RF devices, KGD is synonym of specification test which performance of each device is 

measured. Fig. 4 shows an example of wafer level RF IC test.  

�

Fig. 4: Wafer-level RF IC test (RF prob) 

It is clear that wafer level test in this case is very costly due to the need of expensive 

equipment that avoids the possibility for multi-site testing.  

During many years test engineers should choose between two strategies for RF IC

testing. The first favor a cost optimized test solution for which only basic tests are performed 

at wafer level and a specification oriented test is performed once the devices are packaged. 

Note that this strategy leads to high scrap and does not suite advanced IC integration 

technologies like SiP and 3D. The second strategy favors a high quality test solution which is 

a costly and complex solution due to RF equipment needed to perform a specification based 

test at wafer level.  
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In the following some techniques for RF IC test cost reduction are discussed. Some of 

these techniques use the IC resources to relax the constraints on tester equipment. Others try 

at time to optimize test time and relax tester constraints by using DC stimulus. 

I.4 ����-����	��
��
�
�������
����������

This section presents a state-of-the-art of strategies proposed in the literature to deal 

with the test cost reduction of the analog and RF circuits. 

I.4.1 Integrated test solution 

A classical approach to reduce the equipment cost required for the test procedure, is to 

embed all or a part of the test resources into the circuit itself. This approach is known as 

Design for Testability (DfT) or Built-In Self-Test (BIST) in case of self-testing. Fig. 5 shows 

the principle of the integrated test. 

�

Fig. 5: Principle of integrated test solution 

These techniques either directly measure the circuit performance on-chip or produce a 

signature that has strong correlation to the “health” of the circuit. To offer self-test capability, 

the BIST circuitry, which comprises a signal generator and a response analyzer, should be 

more robust than the DUT. These techniques imply adding additional circuitry that can 

dramatically increase the device area. In the context of small devices like Low Noise 

Amplifier (LNA), mixer or Power Amplifier (PA) these techniques are not efficient due to the 

amount of added area for test resources. Contrariwise, they could be very interesting test 

solution in the context of complex circuit like SoC and SiP systems which digital resources of 

the device could be used for the RF front ends test.  
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I.4.2 Loopback testing 

The loopback testing is a low-cost solution for testing RF frontend modules and 

systems. Since the RF emitter and the receiver are integrated in the same device they are 

configured to test each other, the requirement for high-performance testers is alleviated [9]. 

The following figure shows the principle of the loopback testing. 

Fig. 6: Principle of the loopback testing  

Actually, the loopback testing is a system-oriented strategy to the extent that we are 

interested in evaluating the performance of the entire system and not to evaluate the 

performance of each RF block. The main advantages of this approach are on the one hand, the 

relaxed constraints on the test equipment necessary since the application and analysis of test 

signals are in baseband domain. Secondly, the test time is reduced since the whole system is 

tested once [10]. However, this approach suffers from limited test coverage [11] and requires 

careful design elements inserted in the system to perform the loopback [12] [13]. 

I.4.3 Indirect testing 

Also called alternate testing, the purpose of this strategy is to relax constraints on the 

number and complexity of industrial test configurations needed to perform the RF parameters 

evaluation. Instead of directly measuring the circuit performances, the approach predicts them 

based on a set of DUT signatures that are captured from cheaper and simpler test setups and 

measurements. As presented by the Fig. 7, the underlying idea of indirect testing is that 

process variations that affect the conventional performance parameters of the device also 

affect non-conventional low-cost indirect parameters in the same way. If the correlation 

between the indirect parameter space and the performance parameter space can be established, 

then specifications may be verified using only the low-cost indirect signatures. Unfortunately 
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the relation between these two sets of parameters is complex and cannot be simply identified 

with an analytic function. The solution commonly implemented uses the computing power of 

machine-learning algorithms. 

Fig. 7: Underlying idea of indirect testing.

The indirect test principle is split into two sequential steps, namely training and 

production testing phases. The underlying idea is to learn during the training phase the 

unknown dependency between the low-cost indirect parameters and the conventional test 

ones. For this, both the specification tests and the low-cost measurements are performed on a 

training set of device instances. The mapping derived from the training phase is then used 

during the production testing phase, in which only the low-cost indirect measurements are 

performed.  

The indirect testing is an interesting test solution for both package and wafer test levels. 

The non-complex indirect measurements are perfect for the wafer level test. Two main 

directions are explored for the implementation of the indirect testing, i.e. classification-

oriented strategy [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or prediction-oriented strategy [5] [19] [20] [21]. 

A. Classification-oriented strategy 

As illustrated by the Fig. 8 in the first direction, the Training Set (TS) is used to derive 

decision boundaries that separate nominal and faulty circuits in the low-cost indirect 

measurement space (specification tolerance limits are therefore part of the learning 
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algorithm). The objective is actually to perform the classification of each circuit as a good 

circuit or a faulty circuit, but without predicting its individual performance parameters. 

Fig. 8: Classification oriented Indirect Testing 

B. Specification prediction-oriented strategy  

As illustrated by the Fig. 9 in the second variant, the training set is used to derive 

functions that map the low-cost indirect measurements to the performance parameters 

(typically using statistical regression models). The objective is actually to predict the 

individual performance parameters of the device; subsequent test decisions can then be taken 

by comparing predicted values to specification tolerance limits 

Fig. 9: Prediction oriented Indirect Testing

The main advantage of this strategy is that it provides a prediction of the individual 

performance parameters. This information can then be used to monitor possible shift in 

process manufacturing, adjust test limits during production phase if necessary, or perform 
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multi-binning. Because of these significant advantages of prediction-oriented approach on 

classification-oriented one, it is decided to focus improvement efforts on this approach. 

During next chapter this variant of the indirect testing will be studied in details.  

Note that in case of DC-based indirect measurement this technique is practically 

suitable for wafer level testing. 

C. Spatial correlation based testing 

Another type of exploiting correlation in analog RF IC testing is the spatial correlation 

based approach. In this case, contrary to the indirect test approach, costly speci!cation tests 

are not completely eliminated. Instead, they are only performed on a sparse subset of die on 

each wafer and, subsequently, used to build a spatial model, which is then used to predict 

performances at unobserved die locations in the wafer. The assumption made is that during 

the manufacturing process the neighboring dies are affected in the same way. Knowing the 

value of the performance of a die, we can predict the performance of its nearest neighbors. 

The Fig. 10 shows the synopsis of the spatial correlation based testing. 

�

Fig. 10: Wafer level test cost reduction based on spatial correlation.

Several works investigate methods to develop variability decomposition method for 

spatial modeling. In [22] authors estimate the spatial wafer measurements using Expectation 

Maximization (EM) algorithm. The idea assumes that data is governed by a multivariate 

normal distribution. In case that the assumption is not true the authors use the Box-Cox 

transformation. Another way to model the spatial variation is the Virtual Probe (VP) which 

uses a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to define the model [22]. Similarly, Gaussian 

Process (GP) models based on Generalized Least Square !tting can be used for the spatial 

interpolation of manufacturing data [23]. 

We note that good accuracy of spatial model is not usually guaranteed. In [24], authors 

combine the indirect testing with the spatial correlation for enhanced accuracy models. �
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I.5 Conclusion 

The importance of developing high quality and cheaper IC is highlighted by the interest 

of semiconductor industrials to develop leading test techniques. Contrary to digital circuits the 

test of the RF IC is one of the problematic issues in semiconductors industry development. 

Due to the high cost of the RF IC test equipment. The need to develop cost efficient test 

strategies for the RF IC is expressed.  

In this chapter, after introducing the general context, a brief recall of the specificity of 

the industrial test in particular RF IC test is presented. Factors impacting the cost of a given 

test solution are identified. It is pointed that the cost of the test solution can be easily reduced 

by acting on two factors: First, the test equipment capital, by relaxing its constraints using 

resources imbedded in the DUT for example. Second, test time which is reduced using low 

frequency and DC measurements. Then techniques allowing a cost reduced RF IC testing are 

presented. Emphasis is put in indirect testing which is a promising strategy to develop an 

extreme low cost RF test solution and a wafer-level as package-level suitable test solution. In 

the next chapter a case of study of the prediction-based indirect testing will be analyzed.  

�

� �
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II.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the author investigates the second approach of the indirect test, 

namely prediction-oriented indirect test. In literature, there are some contributions [4] [6] 

[25] [26]based on this approach; authors use different test vehicles, different regression 

algorithms and different efficiency metrics to implement and validate their test strategies. 

So, the analysis and the comparison between these works are not evident. The objective 

of this chapter is to analyze the efficiency of the classical implementation of prediction-

oriented indirect testing and to define the framework that will be used all along the 

manuscript to implement and validate our proposals.  

The first part of the chapter gives a brief overview of the classical implementation 

of prediction-oriented indirect testing and introduces the DC-based strategy we intend to 

use. The test vehicles that will be used for evaluation are then described and the RF 

parameters intended to be tested are defined. In the second part of the chapter, 

preliminary experiments are presented and discussed to compare some regression-fitting 

algorithms applied in the field of prediction-based indirect test and weaknesses of the 

conventional implementation scheme will be highlighted. 
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The implementation of indirect testing involves two sequential phases, namely 

model building and production testing phases as illustrated in the Fig. 11. 

�

(a) Model building phase 

�

(b) Production testing phase 

Fig. 11: Indirect Test: classical implementation

The first phase involves two steps: the training and the validation steps. During the 

training step, the unknown dependency between the low-cost indirect parameters and the 

RF performances is studied. For this, both specification tests and low-cost measurements 

are performed on a Training Set (TS) of devices and a machine-learning algorithm is used 

to build regression models that map the indirect measurements to the RF performances. 

There is then a validation step in which the accuracy of the derived models is evaluated 
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by comparing specification values predicted using the models to actual specification 

values. This evaluation is performed on a Validation Set (VS) of devices different from 

the training set, but for which both indirect measurements and specification 

measurements are available.  

When the prediction accuracy meets the expectations, the production testing phase 

can start. In this phase, only the low-cost indirect measurements are performed and RF 

specifications are predicted using models developed in the previous phase.  

II.3 DC-based indirect test strategy 

A cornerstone of the efficient implementation of the indirect test approach is to find 

low-cost indirect measurements that are well correlated with the RF parameters. 

Chatterjee et al. first introduced this approach to reduce test time for analog and mixed-

signal devices. They use stimuli like multi-tone or Piece Wise Linear (PWL) signals and 

they capture the transient output response in order to extract relevant signatures used to 

feed the machine-learning algorithm. The key idea to reduce test time is to predict all the 

circuit specifications from a single acquisition with a carefully optimized test stimulus, 

instead of using different dedicated test setups as usually required by conventional 

specification measurements. Regarding the use of the indirect test approach for RF

circuits, the objective is also to relax the constraints on the required ATE resources, 

besides test time optimization. In this context, an attractive approach is to implement the 

indirect test strategy using only DC measurements. In this case, expensive RF options can 

be omitted from the ATE and only cheap DC resources are exploited. In addition because 

DC resources are usually widely available on a standard ATE, multi-site testing can be 

implemented to further reduce test time.  

In this work, all experiments will be performed considering this DC-based indirect 

test strategy. Different types of DC measurements will be exploited including DC

voltages on internal nodes (the circuit has to be equipped with simple DfT allowing to 

probe some internal nodes), standard DC measurements classically performed during 

production test (e.g. power supply current measurement, reference biasing voltage 

measurement…) or DC signatures extracted from embedded process sensors (e.g. MIM
1

capacitor, dummy transistors…). These measurements combined to different power, bias 

and temperature conditions could provide a huge number of indirect measurement 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
1
 MIM : Metal Insulator Metal capacitor  
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candidates. The choice of a pertinent set of IMs for predicting the RF specifications is an 

area of research that will be discussed in the next chapter.  

II.4 
������������
��
���
����
����	���

In this section, we first present the two circuits from NXP Semiconductors that will 

be used as test vehicles: a Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) and a Power Amplifier (PA). We 

then define the RF parameters to be predicted with the indirect test approach, together 

with the conventional method to measure these parameters. 

II.4.1 The Low Noise Amplifier 

The first test vehicle is a wideband variable-gain Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) 

integrated in a hybrid tuner for analog and digital TV. Fig. 12 shows the block diagram of 

the tuner where the LNA block is highlighted in red. This test vehicle has four different 

operating modes corresponding to four different gain settings: 6dB, 9dB, 12dB and 15dB.  

�

Fig. 12: Block diagram of the tuner 

The objective is to estimate three different RF performances, namely Gain, Noise 

Figure (NF), and the 3
rd

 order Intercept Point (IP3) under the different operating modes, 

there are therefore twelve RF performances to predict.  

This device is equipped with an analog bus that allows probing of six different 

internal nodes. DC voltages on these internal nodes are obvious IM candidates together 
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with DC voltage measurement on the conventional RF output. These measurements can 

be performed for the different functional modes of the device and for different values of 

power supply. Here five different values of the power supply are considered ranging from 

3.0V to 3.6V (typical power supply voltage is 3.3V). So the final set of IM candidates is 

composed of 120 elements. For this device, both RF performance measurements and 

indirect measurements are obtained from simulation of a population of 500 devices 

generated through Monte-Carlo simulations. 

II.4.2 Power Amplifier  

The second test vehicle is a Power Amplifier (PA) with high linearity (see Fig. 13). 

This PA is intended to be used in telecommunication applications. For this test vehicle, 

we have a large set of experimental (tester) data measured on 10,000 devices, which 

includes 37 low-cost Indirect Measurements (IM) based on standard DC test and 2 RF 

performance measurements, namely the 1-dB compression point (CP1) and the third order 

intercept point (IP3).  

�

Fig. 13: Block diagram of the PA  

II.4.3 RF Parameters 

II.4.3.1. Gain 

In RF devices, the power gain is more significant parameter than the voltage gain. 

The most common definition of power gain is the so-called transducer gain G defined by: 
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��� � 	
���� ����������������     Eq. (3.1) 

where Pload is the power at the load and Pavailable is the power available from the source.  

This definition assumes that matching at the input and the output ports of the DUT

is optimized and that reflections at the input and the load could be neglected. However the 

gain exhibits a frequency-dependent behavior that should be characterized over all the 

functional frequency range of the device. Usually a network or spectrum analyzer 

equipment is used for this gain frequency response measurement. In volume production 

test, this technique is not preferred due to test cost and time considerations. Thus, in this 

context the gain is only evaluated at a given frequency in the functional range and only 

RF signal generator and power meter are required for the gain measurement. 

II.4.3.2. Noise Figure (NF) 

In telecommunication systems, especially those dealing with very weak signals, the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the system output is a major criterion. The noise added by 

the system components might tend to obscure the useful signals and dramatically degrade 

SNR. The figure of merit that gives a measurable and objective qualification of this 

degradation is the Noise Figure (NF). Fig. 14 illustrates the degradation. The basic 

definition of NF is the ratio of SNRin at the input and the SNRout at the output [27]. 

���� � 	
��� � �� �!�� �"#�     Eq. (3.2)

There are two main techniques for the NF measurement: the “Y-factor” technique 

and the “Cold-source” technique [28] [29]. For the first technique (i.e. Y-factor) a noise 

source and two power measurements are required to calculate the NF. The first 

measurement is made with the noise source in its cold state: noise diode is off. Then the 

second measurement is made with the noise source in the hot state: noise diode is on. 

From these two measurements, and from knowing the ENR7 values of the noise source, 

the NF can be calculated.  

���������������������������������������� �������������������
2
 ENR : Excess Noise Ratio 
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Fig. 14: SNR degradation of a signal passing through a semiconductor device 

The cold-source technique consists in measuring the output power with the DUT

placed at room temperature. The measured noise is the combination of the amplified input 

noise and the noise added by the device itself. If the amplification gain is accurately 

known, then the amplified input noise can be subtracted from the measurement, giving 

only the noise contribution of the DUT. From this the noise figure can be calculated. For 

this technique a vector network analyzer is required for doing measurements. 

Note that for the two cited techniques, a calibration step is highly required to 

characterize and compensate the actual noise added by the circuitry of measurement 

equipment. 

II.4.3.3. Gain Compression 

The gain compression is a non-linear phenomenon due to the device saturation. In 

the linear region, when the input power increases, the output increases according to the 

device gain. As shown in Fig. 15, from a certain level of input the signal is not amplified 

as expected. This input level is said to be the compression point. Quite often, it is referred 

to the one-dB compression point (CP1) for amplifiers but two-dB or three-dB 

compression points could be defined for other devices or applications.  
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Fig. 15: Definition of the 1-dB Compression Point 

The measurement of the CP1 is often performed in two steps. As the device gain 

response is not the same over frequencies, the frequency at which the 1-dB gain 

compression first occurs is needed to be located. Then, a power sweep is applied to the 

device’s input. The gain compression can be observed when the input power is increased 

by 2dB while the output power increases by 1dB. Note that at least an RF signal generator 

and a power meter are required for doing measurements. 

II.4.3.4. Third Order Intercept Point 

The third order intercept point (IP3) is an important parameter that defines the 

distortion caused by the nonlinearity of the device. This point is usually defined as the 

intercept point between the theoretical gain characteristic and the interpolation of the third 

order distortion characteristic as illustrated in Fig. 16.  

�

Fig. 16: Definition of the 3
rd

 order intercept point 
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The measurement of the 3
rd

 order intercept point is divided into two groups: in-band 

and out-of-band measurements. In-band measurements are used when the tones are not 

attenuated by filtering through the cascade. 

For example, intercept point for a power amplifier is generally done with 2 tones 

that exhibit the same power throughout the system. Out-of-band measurements are used 

when they are attenuated like filtering in an Intermediate Frequency (IF). In the case of 

our study, only in-band measurements will be done. For the in-band measurements two 

tones, $% and $& are created by two signal generators and combined before entering the 

DUT.  

�

Fig. 17: In-band Intermodulation Measurement  

The intercept point is determined from the measured power level of the two tones 

and the power levels of the intermodulation tones on a spectrum analyzer as shown in the 

Fig. 17. The Output third order Intercept Point (OIP3) is determined as follows: 

'()*��+ � ),-./ 0 12&     Eq. (3.3) 

The Input third order Intercept Point is deduced as: 

(()*��+ � '()*��+ 0 �345��   Eq. (3.4) 
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II.5 Benchmarking of some machine-learning 

regression algorithms 

There are several machine-learning algorithms used for regression mapping. In the 

field of indirect testing, people use different algorithms but they didn't discuss their 

choice in detail [5] [21]. In this section, we investigate the performance of four 

commonly-used machine-learning algorithms on a practical case study. The four 

algorithms are first briefly described. Then the case study is then presented. Finally 

results are analyzed and discussed.  

II.5.1 Multiple Linear Regression 

The most basic regression model consists in a linear relationship between the 

response variable to be evaluated (i.e. one analog/RF performance in our case) and one or 

more predictor variables (i.e. indirect measurements in particular case). The case of one 

predictor variable is called simple linear regression while for more than one predictor 

variable, it is called multiple linear regression. Given a dataset 6789 :8%9 :8&9; 9 :8<=8>%�
 of 

N elements, where 7 is the response variable to be predicted and :%;< are the p predictor 

variables, the multiple linear model takes the form: 

7 � :? 0 @     Eq. (3.5) 

With 7 � AB%CB�D E : � A			
F%% ; F%�C G CF�% ; F��DE ? � H?I?%C?�JE @ � A@%C@�D

The ? vector is usually estimated using the least mean square estimator as follows: 

?K � L:,:MN%:,7    Eq. (3.6) 

This equation assumes that :O: is invertible, which means that all variables are non-

correlated. In the practical case of indirect test this assumption is not always verified, 

some measurements might be correlated.  
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II.5.2 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines 

The Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [30] is a form of regression 

model presented for the first time by J. Friedman in [31]. This technique can be seen as an 

extension of the linear regressions that modeled automatically interactions between 

variables and nonlinearities. The model tries to express the dependence between one 

response variable 7 and one or more predictor variables:%;<, on given realizations (data) 

6B89 F8%9 ; 9 F8<=%�. The phenomenon that governs the data is presumed to be: 

7 � $L:M 0 @     Eq. (3.7) 

The aim of algorithm is to use the data (learning technique) to build an estimated 

function $KL:M that can serve as a reasonable approximation to$L:M over the domain of 

the interest constituted by the predictors. The estimated function $KL:M  is built from 

bilateral truncated functions of predictors having the following form where the 

summation is over the non-constant M terms of the model: 

$KL:M � ?I 0 P ?+Q+L:MR+>%     Eq. (3.8) 

This function is constituted by the term ?I the value of 7 where : � L
9; 9 
M and 

a weighted sum of one or many basis functionsQ+L:M. Each basis function is simply a 

hinge function and takes one of the two following forms: 

� A hinge function has the form ofSTUL
9 F V WM �XSTUL
9 W V FM. Where 

c is a constant, called the knot. The hinge function is often represented:

LF V WMY � Z F V WF [ W
�O\]X�\4^]_   Eq.(3.9) 

� A product of two or more hinge functions which have the ability to model 

interactions between two or more predictors. 

One might assume that only piecewise linear functions can be formed from hinge 

functions, but hinge functions can be multiplied together to form non-linear functions.  

Note that the MARS model can treat classification problem as well as prediction 

problem. Therefore, it is used for both variants of indirect test, namely the classification-

oriented test and the prediction-oriented test.  
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II.5.3 Artificial Neural Network 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical model inspired by biological 

neural networks, which involves a network of simple processing elements (neurons) 

exhibiting complex global behavior determined by the connections between the 

processing elements and element parameters. Neural networks can be used for modeling 

complex relationships between inputs and outputs and they have been successfully 

implemented for prediction tasks related to statistical processes.  

�

Fig. 18: Single Neuron 

As presented in Fig. 18 the basic processing element of a neural network, i.e. the 

neuron, computes some function f of the weighted sum of its inputs, where f is usually 

named the activation function. Many activation functions could be used: linear, z-shape, 

hyperbolic tangent, threshold, etc.  

7 � $L3M�4O\3 � P �8F88    Eq. (3.10) 

II.5.4 Regression Trees  

Decision trees can be used to create a model that predicts the value of a target 

variable 7 based on several input variables F%9 ; 9 F<. Each interior node corresponds to 

one of the input variables and each leaf represents a value of the target variable given the 

values of the input variables represented by the path from the root to the leaf. A tree can 

be "learned" by splitting the source set into subsets based on an attribute value test. This 

process is repeated on each derived subset in a recursive manner. The recursion is 

completed when the subset at a node has all the same value of the target variable, or when 

splitting no longer adds value to the predictions [32]. Fig. 19 illustrates the case of a 
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regression tree built for the prediction of the NF performance based on 4 indirect 

measurements (IMi). Note that decision trees could fit with both variants of the indirect 

test strategy: prediction-oriented and classification-oriented strategies. 

�

Fig. 19: The regression tree 

II.5.5 Test case definition 

As previously mentioned, the choice of a given machine-learning algorithm is 

generally not discussed in the literature. In order to compare the performance of different 

algorithms, experiments have been performed on one case study that involves the 

prediction of the CP1 specification for the PA test vehicle. Note that for meaningful 

comparison, exactly the same training and validation data will be used for the four 

algorithms.  

Practically, the experimental test data available from 10,000 devices are split into 

two subsets of 5,000 devices, one that will be used for training and the other for 

validation. A technique inspired from Latin Hypercube Sampling [33] [34] (LHS) is used 

to obtain two subsets with similar statistical properties regarding the CP1 specification, as 

illustrated in Fig. 20.  
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(a) Whole set of devices 

(b) Training Subset (TS) (c) Validation Subset (VS) 

Fig. 20: Statistical properties of Training and Validation subsets regarding CP1 

specification 

Data from the 5,000 training devices are fed into the different machine-learning 

algorithms and corresponding regression models are built (models are built with the same 

set of 4 pre-selected IMs� in this experience). These four models are then used to perform 

CP1 prediction for the 5,000 other devices of the validation set. Efficiency of the different 

algorithms can be evaluated qualitatively by comparing correlation graphs, i.e. graphs that 

plot predicted CP1 values with respect to the actual CP1 value. The closer the points to 

the first bisector, the better the model accuracy is. Efficiency can also be evaluated 

quantitatively by computing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) metric defined by: 
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`ab �  %�P LB8 V Bc8M&�8>%     Eq.(3.11)

where N is the number of devices, yi and �i are the actual and predicted RF performances 

of the i
th

 device, respectively. The lower the MSE metric, the better the model accuracy 

is.  

II.5.6 Results and discussion 

Fig. 21 gives the correlation graphs obtained with the four different regression 

algorithms. For the sake of comparison, all graphs are presented with the same scale from 

10 to 20dBm. It clearly appears that the regression models built using MARS, Regression 

tree (M5P) and ANN algorithms offer better performance than the model built using MLR

algorithm, which could not fit the correlation between used IMs (i.e. predictors) and the 

RF specification. So the linear model will be ruled out for the rest of the study.  

From the qualitative analysis of these graphs, there is no significant difference 

between MARS, M5P and ANN algorithms. In the three cases, most of the devices are 

correctly predicted with a good accuracy. This is confirmed by computing the MSE metric 

associated to each model, which exhibits similar value: 

`abdRe � � 
f
	gE`abdRh� � 
f
iE`abde�� � 
f
i*

To further analyze the performance of these three regression algorithms, a more 

advanced evaluation is necessary. To do this, regression models are built for the three 

algorithms considering 1,000 different combinations of 3 IMs randomly chosen among 

the 37 low-cost IMs available for this case study. The MSE metric is then computed on 

both training and validation subsets, for each model and each regression algorithm.  
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(a) Regression model built using MLR  algorithm (b) Regression model built using MARS algorithm 

(c) Regression model built using M5P algorithm (d) Regression model built using ANN algorithm 

Fig. 21: Comparison of the correlation plots obtained  

with 4 different regression algorithms 

During this experiment, it sometimes happens that the estimation of the RF

performance is aberrant for a particular model and a particular device of the validation 

subset. As an illustration, Fig. 22 shows the case of an aberrant CP1 prediction for one 

device (device number 513) with a predicted value around jfj	
%%klm , which of 

course never happens in real circuit. If this prediction is considered in the calculation of 

the MSE, it significantly affects the calculated value, which is 	fng*j	
&I  for this 

example. If this aberrant prediction is removed for the computation, the non-biased value 

of the MSE is 0.0162, which corresponds to a realistic value of the MSE for this example. 

Consequently for a faithful comparison of the model accuracy achieved using the 

different regression algorithms and the different IM combinations, such aberrant 
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predictions should be removed from the MSE calculation on the validation subset. Note 

that these aberrant predictions are easy to identify because they are totally out of the 

possible value range of the performance to be predicted (for the case of the CP1

performance, a realistic range of the possible predicted values is from 0dBm to 30dBm). 

We denote these predictions Out-Of-Range (OOR) predictions.  

�

Fig. 22: Example of aberrant prediction for one particular device 

All the results presented in the following are computed after removing the OOR

predictions from the validation subset. Fig. 23 reports the MSE values corresponding to 

the 1,000 models built with different IM combinations, for the three different regression 

algorithms. In each graph, both the MSE calculated on the Training Subset (TS) and the 

MSE calculated on the Validation Subset (VS) are provided. The MSE calculated on TS

translates the ability of the model to accurately represent the relation that links the 

selected IMs to the RF specification for the considered training devices, while the MSE

calculated on VS translates the ability of the model to accurately predict the value of the 

RF specification from the selected IMs for new devices different from the training 

devices. So to ensure accurate performance prediction, a model should exhibit not only a 

low MSE value with respect to TS, but also an MSE value in the same range with respect 

to VS. Note that for the sake of clarity, models are sorted regarding their MSE computed 

on TS.  
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(a) Models built with MARS algorithm (b) Models built with M5P algorithm 

�
(c) Models built using ANN algorithm 

Fig. 23: MSE variation over models built with different IM combinations �

for different regression algorithms  

Analyzing these results, a slight advantage appears for the MP5 regression 

algorithm regarding MSE values calculated on TS. However there is a significant 

discrepancy between MSE values calculated on TS and VS. In the same way for the ANN

regression algorithm, a good MSE value on TS does not ensure a MSE value on VS in the 

same range. In contrast, the MARS regression algorithm appears much more robust since 

most of the models built with this algorithm give almost identical values for the MSE

calculated on both TS and VS. For these reasons, the MARS algorithm will be chosen for 

regression model construction during the rest of the study. �
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II.6 Limitations & bottleneck of the conventional 

indirect test scheme  

The main challenge of indirect test is the prediction confidence. The confidence is 

usually assimilated to two aspects: the first one is the model accuracy which is usually 

expressed in terms of average prediction error; the second one is the model robustness 

against anomalies which usually manifest themselves in the devices having a big 

prediction error. In the following some experiments which highlight the weaknesses of 

the classical implementation of the indirect test are presented.  

II.6.1 Prediction confidence: flawed predictions 

Many of the experiments reported in the literature on various devices demonstrate 

that very low average prediction error can be achieved. However, two main points limit 

the credit we can give to this good accuracy. First, low average prediction error does not 

guaranty low maximal prediction error, which is of crucial importance regarding the 

classification step where the predicted values are compared to the specification limits 

promised in the datasheet.  

The maximal prediction error is defined as follows:

@+op � �qS<rs tP dB8 V Bc8d<�8>%2 � uvw%x8x�dB8 V Bc8d   Eq. (3.12) 

Second, evaluation is usually performed on a small set of validation devices, 

typically ranging from few hundreds to one thousand instances, while the technique aims 

at predicting values on a large set of fabricated devices, typically one or several millions. 

So even if low maximal prediction error can be observed on the small validation set, there 

is no guarantee that the maximal prediction error will remain in the same order of 

magnitude when considering the large set of fabricated devices.  
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(c) TS: 5,000 devices �VS: 5,000 devices 

Fig. 24: Illustration of prediction error for different sizes of TS and VS 

To illustrate these points, some experiments have been performed on one case study 

that involves the prediction of the IIP3 specification for the PA test vehicle. Here again, 
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the experimental test data available from 10,000 devices are split into two subsets of 

5,000 devices with similar statistical properties, one used for training and the other for 

validation.  

In the first experiment, 1,000 devices are chosen randomly from the TS to build 

prediction models based on triplets of IMs and the prediction accuracy is evaluated with 

1,000 devices chosen randomly in the VS. As an illustration, Fig. 24.a presents an 

example of IIP3 prediction for one “good” model. In this case, `ab and @+op  values 

calculated on both TS and VS give coherent results, with both low average and maximal 

prediction errors.  

Then, in the second experiment, the number of the devices used for validation is 

increased to 5,000 devices, i.e. the obtained model is validated with a large VS. For most 

of the devices, the average prediction error is nearly preserved but we observe flawed 

predictions for some devices resulting in a large maximum prediction as illustrated in Fig. 

24.b.  

Such flawed predictions are usually attributed to the fact that the mapping obtained 

using finite-size TS is not fully representative of the actual complex mapping. So, in the 

third experiment, we use all the 5,000 devices of the TS to build the regression model and 

the prediction accuracy is evaluated using all the 5,000 devices of the VS. Unfortunately 

even with such a large training set, we still observe flawed predictions for some devices 

as illustrated in Fig. 24.c.  

Note that one could reasonably think that these flawed predictions are due to some 

distinctive features of particular devices, for instance devices which are not consistent 

with the statistical distribution of manufactured devices. In this case, it would be possible 

to filter these devices prior to applying the alternate test procedure, as suggested in [15]. 

However this does not seem the case because different behaviors are observed depending 

on the model used to predict the performance, as illustrated in Fig. 25. Indeed even if 

both models are built with the same training set, flawed predictions are observed for 

devices 4,512 and 1,179 using model 1 while they are correctly predicted using model 2, 

and flawed prediction is observed for device 2,326 while it is correctly predicted using 

model 1. 
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Fig. 25: Illustration of prediction error for different regression models 

(with same training and validation subsets) 

In summary, these experiments have pointed out an important weakness of the 

prediction-based alternate test method: although it provides accurate prediction results for 

most of the devices, flawed predictions are observed for a very small number of devices. 

Obviously, this is a serious obstacle for the deployment of the strategy in an industrial 

context, where one or several millions of devices have to be processed by the test flow. 

II.6.2 Dependency of model performances with respect to 

TSS 

The problem addressed in this subsection deals with alternate test robustness with 

respect to the Training Set Size (TSS). Note that there is no detailed study in the literature 

on this aspect. The main reason is that in most of the cases, data are available only for a 

limited number of devices, due to constraints on RF and indirect measurements. Indeed 

performing RF measurements is very costly since it requires high accuracy equipment and 

takes long time. So, the number of the measured devices hardly exceeds few thousands 

and people usually deal with few hundreds of devices. Still, the common assumption is 

that the larger the training set size, the better the prediction accuracy. 

To illustrate the influence of the TSS on the regression model efficiency, 

experiments were performed on the PA case study, for which we have experimental test 

data on a large number of instances. The CP1 is the specification considered in this study.  
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(a)  TSS = 300 devices (b) TSS = 2000 devices 

Fig. 26: CP1 prediction for two different TSS

In a first experiment, 300 devices randomly chosen in the TS are used to build 

prediction models based on triplets of IMs and we evaluate prediction accuracy using all 

5,000 devices of the VS. Prediction accuracy is evaluated in terms of both average and 

maximal prediction errors. Fig. 26.a presents an example of CP1 prediction for one 

“good” model, i.e. a model with low average and low maximal errors on the TS. On the 

validation set, although most of the devices are correctly predicted, some devices suffer 

from large prediction error. There are actually 2 circuits for which we observe an aberrant 

prediction with an error that exceeds several hundreds of dB (not represented on the graph 

for scale reasons). Such aberrant predictions correspond to OOR predictions, as discussed 

in the section II.5.6, and are easy to identify. More problematic is the case of circuits for 

which the predicted value is in the possible performance value range but with a 

significant prediction error. For the considered example, 10 circuits (represented with 

black circles) present a prediction error that exceeds 2.5dB, but is still in the possible 

operating range of manufactured circuits, i.e. [0dBm, 30dBm]. In these cases, there is no 

evident way to identify that the predicted value corresponds to a non-reliable prediction. 

Moreover, such predictions are a real concern in the context of production testing because 

they might generate additional yield loss or test escape. Note that the value of 2.5dBm has 

been arbitrarily chosen for illustration purpose but is of no particular significance.  

In a second experiment, we perform the same study but using a much larger training 

set of 2,000 devices. Prediction accuracy is still evaluated using all 5,000 devices of the 

validation set. Fig. 26.b illustrates CP1 prediction results for the regression model built 
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using the same triplet of IMs. Despite the larger TS, there are still some circuits (4

circuits) for which prediction error exceeds 2.5dB but is in the possible operating range of 

manufactured circuits. So although if increasing the size of the training set mitigates the 

number of problematic predictions, it does not solve the problem. 

(a)  average prediction error (b)  maximal prediction error 

(c) percentage of circuits with prediction error larger than 2.5dBm 

Fig. 27: Influence of Training Set Size (TSS) on prediction accuracy for CP1

specification 

To further corroborate these observations, we have carried out an extensive 

campaign of experiments considering different TSS from 100 to 2,000 devices randomly 

chosen in the initial training set of 5,000 devices. Each experiment is repeated 100 times 

and reported results correspond to the mean of results obtained over the 100 runs. Results 

are summarized in Fig. 27 that reports average and maximal prediction errors together 
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with the number of instances for which prediction error exceeds 2.5dB with respect to 

TSS. It can be observed that the average prediction error is slightly reduced when using 

training sets of larger size. Still note that good accuracy is obtained whatever the size of 

the training set with an error that remains below 2%. In the same way, the maximal 

prediction error is slightly reduced when using training sets of larger size. However it 

remains high with an error that remains above 6dBm, even when using large training sets. 

These results clearly translate the fact that accurate prediction results are obtained for 

most of the devices, but some circuits suffer from rather large prediction errors. The 

number of these circuits reduces when the size of the training set augments, as illustrated 

in Fig. 27.c which shows that the percentage of circuits with a prediction error larger than 

2.5dB is divided by a factor 1.74 when TSS increases from 100 to 2,000 devices. It is 

worth noting that even with a small training set, this percentage remains very low, i.e. less 

than 0.25% of the circuits in case of TSS=100. 
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II.7 Conclusion 

The indirect testing is a promising technique to overcome the prohibitive cost of 

conventional test methods. It is specially adapted to analog and RF devices testing which 

suffer from heavy testing strategies. The prediction- oriented indirect test is very 

interesting; it has the advantage to provide the value of the individual performance 

parameters. This information can then be used to monitor possible shift in process 

manufacturing, adjust test limits during production phase if necessary, or perform multi-

binning. The use of DC indirect measurements dramatically lessens the cost of the test 

strategy by removing the expensive RF equipment from the test process and allowing 

multi-site testing using only DC resources of the ATE. 

Today there are many contributions in this field; however there is no clear 

benchmark to compare works: people use different specific DUTs, different learning 

conditions and different figures of merit for model accuracy evaluation. In this context, 

we have performed in this chapter a comparison of some commonly used machine-

learning algorithms to build predictive models. Results show that models built with a 

simple multiple linear regression are not efficient to correctly represent the relationship 

between indirect measurements and an RF performance to be predicted, while models 

built with more refined algorithms such as Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines, 

Artificial Neural Networks or Regression Trees indeed permit to accurately represent this 

relationship. Results also demonstrate that the MARS algorithm is more robust than the 

others regarding its ability to perform performance prediction. For this reason, only this 

algorithm will be used for the construction of predictive models in the rest of the 

manuscript. 

Finally, we have performed some experiments in order to analyze the efficiency of 

the classical implementation of prediction-oriented indirect testing and highlight the 

weakness of such implementation. Two main aspects restrain the large deployment of 

such an approach by the industrials, namely confidence in the predicted values and 

robustness of the procedure against learning conditions and potential process shift. In 

chapter IV, we will propose novel implementation of the prediction-based indirect test 

which manages prediction confidence in order to improve the robustness of the 

procedure.  
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All results presented in this chapter are based on two test vehicles from NXP

Semiconductors, which we have been described in the beginning of the chapter. These 

test vehicles will be also used in the rest of the manuscript.� �
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III.1 Introduction 

Typically, the used IMs are based on complex signals (multi-tone, PWL…) and people 

are focused on the optimization of the stimulus waveforms [4] [19] [35]. The need of 

developing efficient method to select the best set of IMs is first expressed when people begin 

to investigate the implementation of the alternate test method based on DC measurements. 

The main motivation for this DC-based strategy is that it offers the perspective of a really 

low-cost solution. Indeed as far as indirect measurements are performed in static conditions, 

no stimulus is applied to the functional input and obviously the cheapest stimulus is no 

stimulus. Discussions on stimulus optimization such as presented in [19] [35] are therefore 

not relevant in this context. In the same way, DC measurements are extremely simple 

signatures and there is no need of additional process to extract pertinent information such as 

presented in [20] [36].  

As seen in chapter II, there is a large number of DC-based IMs that may be exploited to 

perform performance prediction for a given DUT. However as mentioned in the previous 

chapter, an analytic correlation between indirect measurements and RF specifications is 

extremely complex and it is even extremely difficult to forecast which indirect measurements 

are the most likely to have a strong correlation with the targeted specifications. Moreover 

because of the curse of dimensionality, it would not be efficient to build a predictive model 

based on all the possible IMs. Indeed it is well-known that for a fixed number of training 

samples, the predictive power of the model reduces as the dimensionality of the feature space 

increases. In this context, the selection of pertinent IM subsets for building predictive models 

is a keystone in the quality of the indirect test. The goal of this chapter is to investigate some 

solutions for the clever selection of a subset of IMs in the context of prediction-oriented 

indirect test.  
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III.2 Benchmark of some feature selection techniques 

In the field of Information Technologies (IT), several methods for pertinent data 

selection are developed. There is an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science, namely 

data mining, which studies solution for efficient information extraction from large data. In this 

section, we investigate some commonly used methods for feature subset selection. Along the 

following subsections we will adopt terminology used by the specialists of this field. We 

denote by “feature selection” the algorithm that is used for subset selection. In our case, the 

term “feature” refers to the IM and the term “class” refers to the RF performance to be 

predicted. 

III.2.1 Variable subset selection techniques 

Variable subset selection methods are essentially divided into two categories, i.e. filters 

and wrappers. Filters select subsets of features as a pre-processing step independently of the 

chosen predictor, while wrappers utilize a learning machine as a black box to score subsets of 

features according to their predictive power. We choose to investigate three different filters 

and three different wrappers, which are briefly described in the following. 

III.2.1.1. Filters 

A. Correlation-based Feature Selector 

The Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) is an algorithm that ranks feature 

subsets according to a correlation-based heuristic evaluation function. The evaluation function 

is toward favor the subsets that contain features (i.e. IMs) that are highly correlated with the 

class (i.e. RF specification to be predicted) and uncorrelated with each other. Irrelevant 

features should be ignored because they will have low correlation with the class. Redundant 

features should be screened out as they will be highly correlated with one or more of the 

remaining features. The acceptance of a feature will depend on the extent to which it predicts 

class in areas of the instance space not already predicted by other features. The CFS’s feature 

subset evaluation function is defined here: 

������� � ���������
��YL�N�M�������  E �9 � � ��   Eq. (4.1)
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where `]X4O��is the heuristic “Figure of merit” of a feature subset :� containing k features, 

Xp����� corresponds to the mean feature-class correlation (x �:�), and Xp����� corresponds to the 

average feature-feature cross-correlation. Details on the definition of Xp����� and Xp����� can be found 

in [37]. 

B. Relief algorithm 

One of the most famous feature selection algorithms is the RELIEF algorithm based on 

the nearest-neighbor algorithm, which is described by Kira and Rendell in [38]. It uses 

instance-based learning to assign a relevance weight to each feature (i.e. IMs in our case). 

Each feature weight reflects its ability to distinguish among the class values (i.e. RF 

specification in our case). Features are ranked by weight and those that exceed a user-

specified threshold are selected to form the final subset. 

According to [39] [40], the RELIEF algorithm attempts to approximate the following 

difference of probabilities to compute the weight of a feature ��

�� � �L �¡¡���¢�£¤¥¦�§¡ � ¢�¤��¨�© �¢¨�¤¢ª�§¡ �¡¡���¢�ª¥¤¨¨M V
�L �¡¡���¢�£¤¥¦�§¡ � ¢�¤��¨�© �¢¨�¤¢ª�§¡¨¤«�ª¥¤¨¨M   
Eq. (4.2)

The previous equation can be reformulated as: 

¬�¥��¡� � �¢�® P ¯L�M°���
L�NP ¯LªM±Mª�� P ¯LªM±ª��     Eq. (4.3)

where C is the class variable (i.e. RF specification) and  

�¢�² � ³P ¯LªM´� V ¯LªMµª�� ¶ V P � ¯L�M°
P ¯L�M±��� P ¯Lªd�ML� V ¯Lªd�MMª�� ����  Eq. (4.4) 

·q¸q¹ is a modification of another attribute quality measure called the Gini-index
3
. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
D
�:������5�;������������
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C. Minimum-Redundancy-Maximum-Relevance 

“Minimum-Redundancy-Maximum-Relevance” (mRMR) is a feature selection method 

first introduced by Pend and al. in 2005 [41] that can use either mutual information, 

correlation, distance/similarity scores to select features. The main idea is to select features 

with maximum relevance (MR) while minimizing the redundancy (mR) between selected 

features. For example, with mutual information, the relevance of a feature set F to predict the 

class C and the redundancy of all features in the set F are given by the following equations: 

¬� ¦¢ ¤¢ª�LºM � �
�±P »L�9 ¼ME ¬�¥�£¤¢ª�LºM � ���9¼�º P »L�9 �M��º   Eq. 

(4.5) 

�

where F is the set of features and P its size. I(X,Y) is the mutual-information between two 

different features from F. I(X,C) is the mutual-information between a feature and the class. 

The following equation gives the mutual-information:   

»L�9 ¼M � P P ¯L�9�M¥§½L¯L�9�MM¯L�M¯L�M��¼���     Eq.(4.6) 

�

The mRMR score of a feature set F is a combination of both relevance and redundancy 

obtained either by a quotient or a difference:  

¨ª§��LºM �  ¬�¥�£¤¢ª�LºM¬� ¦¢ ¤¢ª�LºM §�¨ª§��LºM � ¬�¥�£¤¢ª�LºM V ¬� ¦¢ ¤¢ª�LºMEq. 

(4.7) 

�

The objective is then to select the set that have the maximum score.  

III.2.1.2. Wrappers  

The wrapper methodology offers a simple and powerful way to address the problem of 

feature selection. In its most general formulation, the wrapper methodology consists in using 
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the prediction performance of a given learning machine to assess the relative usefulness of 

subsets of features. In practice, one needs to define: (i) how to search the space of all possible 

feature subsets; (ii) how to assess the prediction performance of a learning machine to guide 

the search and halt it; and (iii) which predictor to use. An exhaustive search can conceivably 

be performed, if the number of variables is not too large. But the problem is known to be NP-

hard and the search becomes quickly computationally intractable. In that case, a wide range of 

search strategies can be used, including best-first, branch-and-bound, simulated annealing, 

genetic algorithms or Greedy search.  

In our case, we choose to use a simple iterative strategy to select for each class Pj, a 

subset Sj of features allowing to predict the class with a given accuracy constraint εtarget. This 

iterative strategy is described in the simplified diagram of Fig. 28.  

�

Fig. 28: Iterative search of IM subsets for specification prediction 

The first iteration of the search algorithm consists in building a predictive model using 

each feature and selecting the feature giving the model with minimum average prediction 

error ε. In the second iteration, a predictive model is built using each pair of features 

including previously selected one, and the pair of features that gives the model with minimum 

average prediction error is selected. Then, we work with triplets of features, always keeping 

the features selected in the previous iterations and so on. The procedure stops when the 

obtained average prediction error is below a pre-defined target value ε � εtarget (or when no 

further improvement is obtained by adding new feature to the model).  

Note that the learning algorithm used to perform feature subset selection may be 

different from the learning algorithm used to predict a class. In our case, we will consider 
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both linear regression and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) models for the 

evaluation of prediction performance during the iterative selection procedure.  

Finally, the last method that will be investigated is the built-in variable selection 

procedure of the Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) algorithm itself. Indeed, a 

predictive model constructed by MARS consists of a linear combination of basis functions 

together with a constant ‘intercept’ term, where each basis function is associated to one or 

more input variables, i.e. Indirect Measurements in our case. During the construction of a 

model, there is a first forward phase in which a greedy algorithm is used to select basis 

functions that give the maximum reduction in sum-of-squares residual error. This process of 

adding terms continues until the change in residual error is too small to continue or until the 

maximum number of terms is reached. There is then a backward phase that prunes the model, 

i.e. it removes terms one by one, deleting the least effective term at each step until it finds the 

best sub-model (based on the Generalized Cross Validation criterion).  

III.2.2 Test case definition 

Experiments are performed on the LNA test vehicle. For this case study, we have data 

from Monte Carlo simulation of 500 ICs, which comprise 12 RF performances to be predicted 

and a large set of IM candidates composed of 152 DC-based measurements. So, this case of 

study illustrates well the difficulty to choose the best subset to predict each RF performance.  

This dataset is actually divided into two distinct sets: the first one constituted of 300 

devices that will be used both for IMs selection and for building of regression models 

(training step), and the second one is constituted of 200 devices that will be used to evaluate 

the accuracy of predicted specification values with respect to actual specification values 

(validation step). More precisely for each RF specification, we will use the previously 

presented methods to select a pertinent subset of IMs constituted from 7 elements and we will 

use these subsets to build regression models using MARS algorithm. Then the comparison 

between selection methods will be performed considering the 200 devices of the validation 

set, based on a modified version of the MSE metric. This metric will be denoted RMSNEE, it 

allows to express model accuracy regardless of the range of the RF performance. This metric 

is an image of the rms prediction error and is expressed in percentage: 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
E
��������	�������������
$���-�����
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°¿Á>�     (Eq. 4.8) 

where N is the number of devices, yi and �i are the actual and predicted RF performances for 

the i
th

 device, respectively.  

Note that we choose to build models with IM subsets of 7 elements because preliminary 

experiments have revealed that models built with a lower number of elements selected with 

procedures mentioned above exhibit a poor accuracy.  

III.2.3 Results and discussion

Fig. 29 compares the different feature selection methods in terms of accuracy of the 

predictive model built for each RF specification. The subset of IMs used for each model is 

selected according to each feature selection method. Here we have six different methods, the 

three first methods corresponding to wrappers and the other ones corresponding to filters. 

Regarding wrappers, the first two methods are based on an iterative search strategy using 

either a linear regression model (Iter_1) or a MARS model (Iter_2) during the selection 

procedure. The last method corresponds to the built-in variable selection procedure of the 

MARS algorithm. Regarding filters, namely CFS, mRMR and Relief, IM subset selection is 

performed with the corresponding algorithm. 

Fig. 29: Comparison of six different feature selection methods based on achieved model 

accuracy 
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Analyzing the results of Fig. 29, a first comment is that the achieved accuracy may 

significantly vary with the specification to be predicted and with the used feature selection 

method. However, there is no clear advantage in favor of one particular method and the 

average accuracy over the twelve RF performances is around 4% for the six methods.  

A clever use of these different feature selection techniques consists in choosing the 

more appropriate method for each RF specification (i.e. the method that leads to the best 

model accuracy), instead of using the same feature selection method for all RF specifications. 

Table 1 reports the average accuracy achieved over the twelve RF performances when using 

the six feature selection methods for all specifications, and when combining these methods 

depending on the specification to be predicted (Best*). It clearly appears that choosing the 

appropriate selection method for each RF specification leads to a significant accuracy 

improvement, with a reduction of the average prediction error by a factor of about 2.  

Table 1: Average accuracy over the RF performances for the six feature selection methods 

and combined strategy according to specification to be predicted

�

Iter_1 Iter_2 CFS mRMR Relief Wrapper Best* 

Mean �fnnÃ �f�
Ã �fj�Ã *f��Ã �fg	Ã *fn�Ã if*	Ã

Fig. 29 shows that there is no selection method suitable for all data and Table 1

highlights that combining various selection methods can significantly improve the achieved 

prediction accuracy. But the question that must be asked is whether these selection strategies 

are giving solutions close to the optimum solution, which is accessible only using exhaustive 

subset evaluation. The exhaustive search is a brute-force- method, which is extremely time-

consuming and that can be applied only when the problem size is limited. In our case, an 

exhaustive evaluation of subsets composed of 7 IMs would necessitate the construction of 

more than 32 10
9
 predictive models for each RF specification, which is not feasible for 

obvious reason of computational time. Instead, we choose to perform an “exhaustive” 

evaluation of subsets constituted with only 3 IMs. Prior a post treatment on IMs set is done 

only 1/3 of IMs are kept to build the combination (i.e. 54 from 152 IMs). The operation of IM 

space reduction is discussed farther in the next section. In this case, 24 804 models are built 

for each one of the twelve RF specifications; the solution adopted as reference corresponds to 

the IMs subsets that provide the best prediction accuracy for each RF specification. Fig. 30

shows that, whatever the RF specification to be predicted, the reference solution provides 
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much better accuracy than the Best* solution. As a result, the average prediction error reduces 

from 2.31% down to 1.18%. 

Fig. 30: Comparison of the Best* solution computed in the space of 7-IM subsets and  

the optimum solution in the reduced space of 3-IM subsets  

From previous experiments, we can conclude that the combined feature selection 

strategy gives a solution with improved accuracy compared to solutions provided by a single 

selection method. However the achieved accuracy remains lower than the one obtained with 

an exhaustive search on a reduced IM-space. Besides, these experiments prove that there are 

solutions with a limited number of IMs that provide good model accuracy. 

III.3 ��������
�
����	����
��������


In the context of industrial testing, the most critical aspects of a test solution are 

accuracy and cost. The time to develop a test solution or strategy is only a secondary aspect, 

because it is shared by each tested device and therefore does not directly impact each device 

test cost. Hence, it is more interesting to spend time to define a test solution with optimized 

accuracy and cost rather than optimizing efforts to develop the test strategy. In this context, 

our objective is to define a strategy that permits to select a minimum number of IMs, which 

can then be used to build models allowing prediction of all specifications with a given 

accuracy. The idea is to reduce the number of indirect measurements that have to be 

performed during production test, and therefore the testing costs (time), but without 
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sacrificing accuracy. The problem to be solved is a classical coverage problem, which is 

known to be an NP-hard problem. 

The problem is actually twofold. First, we have to identify, for each specification to be 

predicted, which are the IM subsets that give satisfying accuracy. Second, among all these 

possible IM subsets, we have to select one subset for each specification so that the total 

number of IMs required to predict all specifications is minimal. Although an exhaustive 

approach would permit to define the optimum test solution, it is clear that this approach is not 

feasible for DUT with several tens of IM candidates. We propose an alternative approach for 

smart IM selection based on three steps:  

� Dimensionality reduction of the IM-space,  

� Search space construction, 

� Optimized IM subset selection. 

III.3.1 Dimensionality reduction of IM-space 

The first step of the procedure is to perform a pre-selection of a reduced number of IMs

among all possible candidates; only these IMs will be used for the construction of the search 

space. The idea is that it is very likely that redundancy exists in the information contained by 

the different IMs and the objective is to keep only the IMs that contain valuable information. 

In this objective, our idea is to use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [42]. The PCA

principle is to use an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of data of possibly correlated 

variables (in our case IMs) into a set of data of new uncorrelated variables (called Principal 

Components: PCs). These new data are arranged in order that the first components retain most 

of the information present in all the original data. The variance of the first one is as high as 

possible (maximal variability of the original data). The second component is built to have the 

highest variance possible but with the additional constraint to be orthogonal to the previous 

component and so on. It is clear that data variability is an important aspect for the 

implementation of an alternate test strategy. We can expect that the more the variations seen 

through IMs, the more efficient will be the prediction of RF specifications using these IMs. 

In this context, our idea to preselect a reduced number of pertinent IMs is to consider 

only the first PCs and keep only IMs with a significant contribution (highest weighting 
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coefficients) to these PCs. The number of considered PCs and the thresholds on the IM

weighting coefficients are defined empirically according to the considered application. 

III.3.2 Search space construction

The second step of the procedure is to define the space of IM subsets and build the 

associated predictive models for each specification. This space has to be large enough so that 

the coverage problem has some solutions (i.e. it exists at least one model with satisfying 

accuracy for each specification), but small enough so that the resolution of the coverage 

problem is feasible.  

For this, the idea is to iteratively construct the IM subset space based on the selection of 

a limited number k of IM subsets and increasing by 1 the considered IM subset size at each 

iteration. More precisely at a given iteration i and for each specification, the IM subsets are 

ranked according to the accuracy achieved by the associated predictive model and only the IM

subsets corresponding to the k-best models are selected. These subsets composed of i IMs are 

then used in the following iteration to build models with subsets composed of i+1 IMs (i.e. 

subsets that include the preselected IMs). The procedure stops when it exists at least one 

model with satisfying accuracy for each specification.  

III.3.3 Optimized IM subset selection  

The last step of the procedure involves the resolution of the coverage problem, i.e. the 

determination of all IM subsets that permit to predict all specifications with a satisfying 

accuracy. From all these solutions, the one involving the best global cost is then selected. In 

the context of DC-based IMs, all indirect measurements have almost the same cost on ATE. 

Hence, the overall cost of the test solution could be assimilated to the number of used IMs to 

cover all the specifications. In the case of using complex IMs, different weights could be 

attributed to the IMs; the cost of a given solution then corresponds to the summation of these 

weights.  

Note that the exact resolution of the coverage problem is feasible only for relatively 

small search spaces. In case of a DUT with many specifications to be predicted, it is likely 

that the search space will be too large to perform the exact resolution. In that case, heuristics 

may be employed to search for a satisfactory IM subset.  
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III.3.4 Results and discussion 

The proposed optimized IM selection strategy has been applied to the LNA case study. 

The first step of this strategy is to reduce the set of IM candidates using PCA. In this 

experiment, we consider only the first 10 PCs and we only keep the 10 IMs with the highest 

weighting coefficients in the first PC, 9 IMs with the highest weighting coefficients in the 

second PC, and so on for the following PCs. With this preliminary process, the initial set of 

152 IMs is reduced down to a set of 54 IMs. The second step of the strategy consists in the 

construction of the search space. Based on the previous observation that shows that only few 

IMs are actually sufficient to reach good accuracy, we arbitrarily choose to construct the 

search space considering all possible combinations of 3 IMs among the pre-selected 54 IMs, 

which corresponds to 24,804 predictive models built for each RF specification. Finally, the 

last step of the strategy is the selection of an optimized IM subset that allows to tradeoff test 

accuracy and global test cost. For this, we keep only 20 models with best accuracy (in terms 

of RMSNE evaluated on the training set of devices) for each specification. From the resolution 

of the coverage problem, we then select the solution that minimizes the number of IMs

required to perform prediction over the global specification set.  

�

Fig. 31: Accuracy of the solutions given by Best*, Optim* and REF selection strategies
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Fig. 30 shows the accuracy (in terms of RMSNE evaluated on the validation set of 

devices) achieved with the optimized IM selection strategy (Optim*) compared to the 

accuracy achieved with the combined feature selection strategy (Best*) and the reference 

solution (REF) obtained by selecting among the 24,804 models available for each RF

specification, the one that provide the best prediction accuracy.  

These results clearly demonstrate the superiority of the optimized IM selection strategy 

compared to the combined feature selection strategy, with an average prediction error over the 

twelve RF specifications of 1.22% instead of 2.31%. Moreover there is no significant 

degradation compared to the reference solution, with an accuracy difference of only 0.04%. In 

contrast, there is a significant gain in terms of number of IMs required to perform the 

prediction of all RF specifications, as illustrated in Fig. 32. Only 14 IMs are required with the 

optimized strategy instead of 18 IMs for the reference solution, which corresponds to a global 

test cost reduction of 22%. 

�

Fig. 32: Cost of the solutions given by Best*, Optim* and REF selection strategies  

Finally to summarize, these results show that it is more interesting to use a method 

based on brute-force search for the pertinent selection of IM subsets rather than a strategy 

based on feature selection algorithms, even if the search space is not exhaustive. This permits 

to identify models built with few IMs that have good accuracy for each specification. 

Moreover by evaluating a large number of models, the overall cost of the test solution can be 

optimized without significant loss of accuracy.  

� �
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III.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have explored different strategies for the selection of an appropriate 

subset of DC measurements to be used for RF performance prediction. In particular, the 

efficiency of some commonly-used feature selection algorithms are investigated and 

confronted to solution obtained with an exhaustive search. An alternative selection strategy 

that relies on the smart construction of a search space is developed with the objective to 

reduce the overall cost while maintaining the accuracy. The different strategies are evaluated 

and validated on the LNA test vehicle, for which a large set of 152 IMs is available to perform 

the prediction of twelve RF specifications. For this case study, results show that the accurate 

estimation of the RF performances can be achieved with only limited number of DC

measurements using the proposed optimized selection strategy.  

�

� �
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IV.1 Introduction 

As explained in chapter III, the main problem related to indirect testing, highlighted by 

industrial test engineers, is the lack of confidence in the efficiency of the method. The 

objective of this chapter is to tackle this issue in order to demonstrate the major breakthrough 

that the indirect testing strategy can make in the domain of low-cost testing of RF ICs. As 

shown in chapter III, the strategy is accurate for most of the tested devices but for few 

devices, large prediction errors are observed (these devices are commonly called outliers). 

From an industrial point of view, the misestimated DUTs might induce some test escapes or 

yield losses. They are therefore significant problems since one of the major challenges of 

production test is to guarantee low defective level (typically few PPMs). Additionally, the 

dependency of prediction model performance with respect to the data used during the training 

phase to build the model (both selected IMs and training devices) is also a concern. All these 

facts make industrial test engineers reluctant to implement the indirect test strategy for 

volume production testing of RF ICs.  

In this chapter, we introduce a novel implementation of the prediction-oriented indirect 

test that permits to manage incorrect predictions and ensures a good robustness of the test 

procedure, even in case of models built with low correlation IMs and training set of reduced 

size. This solution is based on information redundancy, i.e. the same specification of a device 

will be predicted many times using different models built in different contexts; the resulting 

predicted values can then be cross-compared to identify anomalies in predictions. All along 

this chapter, we will illustrate the efficiency of this strategy using the PA test vehicle for 

which we have a large set of experimental data as a case study. 
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IV.2 Outlier definitions 

IV.2.1 Process-based outlier 

In the literature, some works investigate the problem of outliers which are usually 

related to devices affected by catastrophic faults occurring during the manufacturing process. 

In particular, a defect filter based on a kernel density estimation technique is presented in [15] 

that permits to screen out devices not consistent with the statistical distribution of 

manufactured devices. Obviously these devices should not be submitted to the indirect test 

procedure as they are likely to be incorrectly predicted. Note that this filter directly operates 

on indirect measurement data and therefore permits to identify devices qualified as outliers 

before any processing through a regression model.  

IV.2.2 Model-based outlier 

Let us now assume that we have a number of devices free of process-based outliers that 

are processed by the indirect test procedure. As pointed out in Chapter II, accurate prediction 

results can be achieved for most of the devices. However aberrant or flawed predictions are 

observed for a small number of devices. We define these devices as model-based outliers. 

Indeed such incorrect predictions do not depend on the device itself since the same device 

may exhibit correct or aberrant/flawed prediction depending on the considered regression 

model (cf. Fig. 25), but are generated by the predictive model. These model-based outliers are 

a real concern for the efficiency of the indirect test strategy since they might generate test 

escape or yield loss.  

IV.3 Redundancy-based filter for model-based outliers 

IV.3.1 Principle 

In order to have an efficient implementation of the indirect test strategy, the procedure 

should be able to properly manage both process-based and model-based outliers. Process-

based outliers can be easily detected using conventional statistical filters and removed from 

the test procedure. However to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing solution to 

identify model-based outliers.  

In this context, our idea to identify model-based outliers is to introduce an additional 

step in the procedure that provides for each device an indication on the confidence that can be 

placed on the prediction. If this confidence is low, the device is identified as a potential 

model-based outlier and removed from the indirect test flow for further action to be taken. 
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This approach is similar to the approach suggested in [14] [17]in case of classification-

oriented strategy, where guard-bands are allocated in the indirect measurement space in order 

to identify devices for which the alternate test decision is prone to error. Note that this 

solution does not apply in case of prediction-oriented strategy because test decisions are not 

taken in the indirect measurement space but in the performance parameter space by 

comparing predicted values to specification tolerance limits. 

Our idea to provide an indication of confidence in the context of prediction-oriented 

indirect test is to exploit model redundancy [43]. Indeed as previously mentioned, different 

regression models may lead to either correct or aberrant/flawed predictions for the same 

device. Our proposal is therefore to use multiple models to predict one specification and to 

crosscheck the predictions obtained with the different models. A device whose performance 

predictions are similar whatever the regression model used is likely to be properly predicted. 

On the contrary, when different models lead to different performance predictions for the same 

device, we can suspect that at least one of the models does not predict the performance 

correctly. Unfortunately, we cannot know which one of the predictions is correct and which is 

not. We consequently consider that the prediction for this device cannot be trusted: the 

prediction is considered suspect and the device is removed from the alternate test flow. In 

other words, we use model redundancy to distinguish reliable predictions from suspect 

predictions. This operation will be denoted Check Prediction Consistency (CPC) procedure. 

This strategy, called two-tier alternate test scheme using model redundancy, is 

illustrated in Fig. 33. In the conventional implementation of the prediction-oriented alternate 

test, one regression model is built during the training phase for each specification; these 

models are then used during the testing phase to predict device specification values. In the 

proposed new implementation, 3 regression models that involve different combinations of 

indirect measurements are built during the training phase, for each specification. During the 

testing phase for each specification, 3 predicted values are therefore computed using the 3 

models derived in the previous phase; prediction confidence is then established by checking 

the consistency between these 3 predictions. More precisely for each pair of models, the 

difference between the predicted values is computed and checked against a threshold value ε. 

If all these differences are inferior to the threshold, it means that there is no discrepancy 

between the values predicted by the 3 models and the specification prediction is considered 

reliable. On the contrary, if one (or more) of these differences is superior to �, the prediction is 

considered suspect. Two scenarios are then possible: 
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o Predictions are considered reliable for all specifications. In this case the device is 

directed to the first tier, where device performances are computed by averaging the 

3 predicted values, for each specification.  

o Prediction is suspect for one (or more) specification. In this case, the device is 

removed from the alternate test flow and directed to the second tier, where further 

testing may be applied to characterize the device (for instance standard 

specification testing). 

Fig. 33: Flow diagram of the proposed two-tier indirect test scheme using model redundancy. 

IV.3.2 Experimental results using accurate predictive models 

A number of experiments have been performed on the PA case study to validate the 

proposed strategy. The experimental test data available from 10,000 devices are split into two 

subsets of 5,000 devices with similar statistical properties, one for training and the other for 

validation. In all experiments presented in this section, models are built using the 5,000

devices of the training set and evaluation is conducted using the 5,000 devices of the 

validation set.  

First in a preliminary step, we have chosen the combination of IMs that will be used to 

build the redundant models.� For this, we have built all regression models based on triplets of 
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IMs, both for ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* specifications. For each specification, we have selected the 3 

combinations offering the best performance in terms of average prediction error evaluated on 

the training set (see previous chapter). Results are summarized in the first sub-table of Table 

2. It can be seen that the 3 models selected for each specification have almost equivalent 

performances: the average prediction error ranges between 
fgiÃ and 
fgjÃ for ÄÅ	

prediction and between 
fjiÃ and 	f	jÃ for ÆÅ* prediction, and the maximal prediction 

error ranges between 
f�	�� and 
f���� for ÄÅ	 prediction and between 	f	
 �� and 

	fi��� for ÆÅ* prediction. 

Table 2: Average and maximal prediction errors for CP1 and IP3 specifications   

Training 

CP1 IP3 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Model 1 
fgiÃ 
f�*�� 	f	iÃ 	fi���

Model 2 
fgiÃ 
f���� 
fjiÃ 	f	
��

Model 3 
fgjÃ 
f�	�� 	f	jÃ 	f	j��

     

Validation 

CP1 IP3 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Model 1 
fnjÃ *f�j�� 	f	�Ã �fg
��

Model 2 
fn	Ã if
��� 	fijÃ 	�f
	��

Model 3 
fn	Ã 
fj
�� 	fi*Ã �fg���

Mean of 
models 


fn�Ã 	f���� 	f
�Ã *f*i��

     

After removing suspect predictions  (εεεεCP1=1dB, εεεεIP3=2dB) 

CP1 IP3 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Average prediction 
error 

Maximal prediction 
error 

Mean of 
models 


fg	Ã 
fj
�� 	f
iÃ 	f	*��

Then in a second step, these models are used to predict the performance parameter 

values for each device in the validation set. Results are summarized in the second sub-table of 

Table 2. Looking at the different models independently; the average prediction error is almost 

preserved, ranging between 
fn	Ã and 
fnjÃ for ÄÅ	 prediction and between 1.18% and 

	fijÃ for ÆÅ* prediction. However the maximal prediction error significantly increases 

compared to the maximal prediction error observed on the training set of devices: maximal 

prediction error reaches *f�j�� for ÄÅ	 prediction and 	�f
	�� for ÆÅ* prediction.  
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(a) ÄÅ	 specification 

(b) IP3 specification 

Fig. 34: Correlation plots for CP1 and IP3 predictions using 3 different models and after 

removal of suspect predictions (models built on 5,000 training devices)
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This is due to the fact that some devices suffer from flawed predictions, as clearly 

illustrated on the scatter plots of Fig. 34 that report the predicted value versus the actual value 

for ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* predictions, respectively. Note that averaging predictions of the * models 

permits to reduce the maximal prediction error, but the error is still much larger than the 

maximal prediction error expected from the training set. 

In the last step, the prediction confidence procedure is applied considering a threshold 

value εÄÅ	�	�� for ÄÅ	 prediction and εÆÅ*�i�� for ÆÅ* prediction. This procedure permits 

to identify 6 suspect predictions regarding CP1 specification and 5 suspect predictions 

regarding IP3 specification, represented by green marks in the scatter plots of Fig. 34. It can 

be seen that all flawed predictions are correctly identified by the prediction confidence 

procedure. Results in terms of average and maximal prediction errors obtained after removing 

devices with suspect prediction are reported in the last sub-table of Table 2: the average 

prediction is now 
fg	Ã for ÄÅ	 prediction and 	f
iÃ for ÆÅ* prediction, and the maximal 

prediction error is 
fj
�� for ÄÅ	 prediction and 	f	*�� for ÆÅ* prediction. These maximal 

prediction errors are in the same range than the maximal prediction errors expected from the 

training set, therefore demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed strategy. 

In the previous experiment, the detection threshold was arbitrarily set to value 

εÄÅ	�	�� and εÆÅ*�i��. We have investigated how the performances of the proposed 

strategy are impacted by the value of this threshold. Results are summarized in Fig. 35, which 

give the evolution of the maximal prediction error and the percentage of devices directed to 

the second tier (i.e. devices with suspect predictions) with respect to the value of the detection 

threshold, regarding ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* specifications, respectively. It clearly appears that an 

adequate value of the detection threshold can be easily found that significantly reduces the 

maximal prediction error while only a limited number of devices are directed to Tier 2 due to 

suspect predictions.  
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(c) CP1 specification 

�

(d) IP3 specification 

Fig. 35: PA performance prediction with model redundancy: impact of the threshold value 

εCP1/IP3 used during identification of suspect predictions

For ÄÅ	 specification with a detection threshold εÄÅ	 between 	�� and if���, the 

maximal prediction error observed over the training set of � 


 devices is limited to 
fj
��

while less than 
f	Ã of the devices are directed to Tier 2. In the same way, for IP3

specification with a detection threshold εIP3 between 	f��� and �fj��, the maximal 

prediction error is limited to 	f	*�� while less than 
f	Ã of the devices are directed to Tier 

2. Note that there is not real benefit at lowering the detection threshold below these values 

because it results in a minor reduction of the maximal prediction error but at the price of a 

very strong increase in the number of devices directed to Tier 2. 
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The previous section has introduced the concept of model redundancy to establish 

prediction confidence and demonstrated its efficiency to identify suspicious predictions. As a 

consequence, aberrant or flawed predictions can be avoided and accurate predictions results 

are achieved for all circuits processed by the indirect test tier. It is worth noting that these 

results were obtained using predictive models built on a large training set of 5,000 devices. 

The objective of this section is to investigate the efficiency of the proposed strategy in case of 

training sets of reduced size. Indeed as highlighted in Chapter II, the Training Set Size (TSS) 

has a significant impact of the quality of the built regression models, in particular regarding 

they ability to correctly predict new devices different from the training devices (cf. Fig. 27), 

which shows that the number of circuits affected by large prediction errors augments when 

the size of the training set reduces). However using large training sets increases the overall 

cost of the test method since the conventional and expensive RF measurements have to be 

performed for all devices of the training set. 

(a) CP1 specification    (b) IP3 specification 

Fig. 36 : Average prediction error of selected redundant models vs. TSS.

Experiments have been performed on the same case study in order to evaluate the 

influence of the training set size. More precisely, the redundant models have been built for 

different sizes of training set ranging from 100 to 2,000 devices randomly chosen in the initial 

training set of 5,000 devices. Note that we have verified that the model performance remains 

unchanged for the different sizes of the training set. As illustrated in Fig. 36, the 3 selected 

models (for each specification) lead to similar performances with a constant average 
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prediction error of about 
fgÃ for ÄÅ	 specification and about 	Ã for ÆÅ* specification, 

whatever the TSS value.  

Using these selected models, the efficiency of the proposed alternate test 

implementation has then been evaluated for different TSS. Detection threshold for prediction 

consistency checking has also been set to 	�� for ÄÅ	 specification and i�� for ÆÅ*
specification.  

As an illustration, Fig. 37 gives correlation plots between predicted and actual values 

for ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* specifications respectively, associated to the 3 different models built on a set 

of *

 devices randomly chosen in the TS. For both specifications, it clearly appears that 

whatever the regression model, some circuits suffer from large prediction errors. However the 

efficiency of the procedure that checks prediction consistency is also clearly demonstrated 

since all circuits affected with large prediction error are correctly identified. As a result when 

suspect predictions are removed, a good agreement is observed between the value computed 

as the average of the 3 predictions and the actual value, for all circuits. On this example, 25

circuits are identified as circuits likely to be affected with large prediction errors regarding 

ÄÅ	 specification, and in regarding ÆÅ* specification. After removal of these circuits, 

maximal prediction errors are limited to 	f	��� for ÄÅ	 specification and 	f�*�� for ÆÅ*
specification, respectively. Note that some circuits are identified as suspect circuits for both 

specifications, so the number of circuits directed to the second tier of the test flow is actually 

only *�, which corresponds to 
fngÃ of the �9


 processed circuits.  
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(a) CP1 specification (εth=1dB) 

�

(b) IP3 specification (εth=2dB) 

Fig. 37: Correlation plots for CP1 and IP3 predictions using 3 different models and after 

removal of suspect predictions (models built on 300 training devices)
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More generally, the efficiency of the proposed alternate test implementation for 

different training set sizes is summarized in Fig. 38 that compares prediction errors observed 

when using each regression model individually (excluding OOR predictions) to prediction 

errors observed after removal of suspect predictions and averaging of the 3 prediction results. 

It clearly appears that the proposed alternate test implementation offers better performance 

than the classical one, both in terms of average and maximal prediction errors. More in 

details, it can be observed that when using a single regression model and excluding OOR

predictions, results depends on both the used model and the training set size. The average 

prediction error ranges between 	f	iÃ and 	fjjÃ for ÄÅ	 specification and between 	f*iÃ

and 	fj
Ã for ÆÅ* specification, whereas expected prediction accuracy from the training is of 

about 
fgÃ for ÄÅ	 specification and about 	Ã for ÆÅ* specification.  

(a) CP1 prediction 

(b) IP3 prediction 

Fig. 38: Average and maximal prediction errors vs. TSS
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In the same way, even if OOR predictions are excluded, large prediction errors are still 

obtained for some circuits with a maximal prediction error that ranges between gf	�� and 

		f	�� for ÄÅ	 specification and between jf��� and i
f	�� for ÆÅ* specification. 

In contrast when the prediction consistency checking procedure is introduced in the test 

flow, results are independent of the training set size and good prediction accuracy is obtained 

for all circuits evaluated by the alternate test tier. The average prediction error is around 
fnÃ

for ÄÅ	 specification and 1.1% for ÆÅ* specification, and the maximal prediction error is 

limited to 	fj�� for ÄÅ	 specification and 	f��� for ÆÅ* specification, whatever the TSS. Of 

course, these good results are obtained at the price of some circuits directed to the second tier 

of the test flow where additional testing should be applied to characterize them. However it is 

worth noting that the number of these circuits is extremely small. 

To illustrate this point, Fig. 39 reports the percentage of identified suspect predictions 

regarding ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* specifications for different training set sizes. As expected, this 

percentage increases when the number of instances in the training set reduces, but in both 

cases it remains below 	Ã. Consequently, even with a small training set of only *

 devices, 

less than 	f�Ã of the circuits are directed to the second tier of the test flow.  

�

      (a) CP1 prediction 

�

       (b) IP3 prediction 

Fig. 39: Percentage of suspect predictions vs. TSS 
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To summarize, these results show that on the contrary to the classical implementation 

where prediction accuracy degrades when reducing the training set size, the proposed 

approach permits to preserve prediction accuracy independently of the training set size, while 

only a very small number of devices are directed to the second tier of the test flow. 

IV.5 �����
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In this section, we investigate the efficiency of the proposed strategy in case of non-

accurate redundant models. Indeed results presented in the previous sections rely on the use of 

3 accurate models involving different combinations of indirect measurements for each 

specification. However depending on the product to be tested, it may happen that the number 

of potential IMs and/or the correlation between these IMs and the product specifications is 

limited. In this case, it may be difficult to build redundant models with a satisfying accuracy. 

The objective of this section is to analyze such a situation using the PA as a case study. 

(a) CP1 specification  

(a) IP3 specification  

Fig. 40: Distribution of average prediction error (computed on TS) for the exhaustive set of 

predictive models built using triplets of IMs
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As previously mentioned we have a set of *n IMs for this test vehicle, which means that 

we can build 7,770 different models based on triplets of IMs for each specification. Obviously 

not all these models exhibit a good accuracy, as illustrated in Fig. 40 that shows the 

distribution of the average prediction error (computed on the training set of 5,000 devices) for 

all the n9nn
 models. For both specifications, there are some models with very good accuracy 

but the majority of the models have an average prediction error above 	Ã.  

(a) CP1 specification (b) IP3 specification 

Fig. 41: Average prediction error observed on VS over the 5,000 runs

(a) CP1 specification (b) IP3 specification 

Fig. 42: Maximum prediction error observed on VS over the 5,000 runs

For the purpose of this study, we intentionally choose to implement the redundant 

strategy using models with a degraded accuracy. More precisely, we choose to implement the 

strategy using 3 models randomly chosen among the set of models with an average prediction 

error (computed on TS) exceeding 	Ã for each specification, and repeating this experiment 
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 times. For each run, the efficiency of the strategy is evaluated in terms of average and 

maximal prediction errors observed on the validation set of 5,000 devices, and compared to 

the conventional implementation of the indirect test strategy using a single predictive model 

for each specification (among the 3 redundant models, only the model with the lowest 

prediction error computed on TS is kept). 

Results are summarized in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 for ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ* specifications 

respectively. Note that for readability reasons, values are sorted in ascending order for each 

curve. The benefit of the redundant strategy clearly appears from these graphs. Indeed good 

accuracy is observed over the 5,000 runs when using this strategy, with an average prediction 

error evaluated on VS that remains below iÃ for both specifications whatever the random 

run. In contrast when using the conventional strategy with a single predictive model, the 

average prediction error exceeds iÃ for about *�Ã of the random runs in case of ÄÅ	

specification, and about i�Ã in case of ÆÅ* specification. The superiority of the redundant 

strategy is even stronger when looking at maximal prediction errors. In case of ÄÅ	

specification, the maximum prediction error is below i�� only for *
Ã of the random runs 

when using the conventional strategy, while the redundant strategy permits to reach this 

condition for jjÃ of the random runs. Similarly in case of ÆÅ* specification, the percentage 

of occurrences for which the maximum prediction error is below i�� is around i
Ã with the 

conventional strategy, against n�Ã with the redundant strategy. Note that these good 

performances are achieved with only a small number of circuits removed from the indirect 

test tier, as illustrated by Table 3 that reports the percentage of circuits identified as suspect 

predictions for both ÄÅ	and ÆÅ* specifications.  

Table 3: Percentage of suspect predictions:  

average and maximum values over the 5,000 runs  

Percentage of suspect predictions�

Average Maximum 

ÄÅ	 
fjnÃ *f�gÃ

ÆÅ* 
f�
Ã 	fi�Ã

More generally, these results demonstrate the efficiency of the redundant strategy to 

correctly identify model-based outliers, even if the predictive models have a limited accuracy. 

This is a very interesting feature because by relaxing the constraint on model accuracy, it 

widens the application field of the indirect test strategy to the case of products with a reduced 

number of exploitable IMs and/or IMs that present imperfect correlation with specifications. It 
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also gives great flexibility for test engineers to choose the set of used IMs, and therefore offers 

interesting perspective in terms of cost-optimized implementations.  

IV.6 ���������
��������������
�	�����
��
��������	�

IV.6.1 Motivation  

In the initial redundancy strategy, prediction confidence is established based on the use 

of * regression models that involve different combinations of indirect measurements, for each 

specification. As described previously, the CPC module qualifies the different predictions as 

confident and suspect predictions [44]. The efficiency of the proposed scheme relies on the 

assumption that it is very unlikely that 3 regression models built using different combinations 

of indirect measurements will erroneously predict the device performance with the same error. 

To widely validate the assumption, we have performed additional experiments on the PA case 

study. In these experiments, we have evaluated the performances achieved by the redundant 

strategy regarding ÄÅ	 specification when using 3 regression models randomly chosen among 

a set of 5,000 acceptable models and repeating this experiment 100 times.  

�

Fig. 43: Particular CP1 prediction example illustrating the limitation of the proposed 

implementation.
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Results show that there is only one case over the 100 experiments, for which the 

procedure fails to identify a relatively large error on one device prediction of the validation 

set. This example is illustrated Fig. 43. It can be clearly seen that the CPC procedure permits 

to identify all devices� affected with relatively large prediction error, expect one. For this 

particular device and these particular regression models, the 3 models actually yield to an 

erroneous performance prediction with a similar error (difference between each pair of 

predicted values is less than 1dBm). The prediction is therefore not detected as a suspect one 

and the device is not directed towards the appropriate test tier.  

Our objective is to reinforce redundancy in order to avoid such situation. More 

precisely, the idea is to increase the number of redundant models used in the procedure that 

checks prediction consistency in order to diminish the probability that all models give the 

same erroneous prediction for one device.   

IV.6.2 Principle of augmented redundancy CPC schemes  

A first option to increase redundancy is to continue to exploit the different indirect 

measurements and to build, for each specification, not only 3 but a higher number of 

regression models based on different IM combinations. However it is clear that selecting a 

higher number of different IM combinations will inevitably imply a higher number of indirect 

measurements that have to be performed, which has a direct impact on the testing cost. This 

option is therefore not favored. Instead, our idea is to exploit another attribute of the data 

available for the construction of regression models related to training devices. Indeed, data 

used for the construction of a regression model clearly involves two aspects, i.e. indirect 

measurements and training devices. Any change in the set of indirect measurements or in the 

set of training devices results in a different model. Up to now, redundant models were built by 

changing the set of considered indirect measurements. The basic principle is to maintain this 

feature but also to exploit the other aspect, i.e. to build redundant models by changing the set 

of training devices. In particular, the idea is to split the training set in a number of partitions 

and to build regression models for the different partitions.  

Our proposal for the generation of redundant regression models, for each specification 

Sj, is summarized in Fig. 44. On one hand 3 combinations of indirect measurements are 

selected from the set of available indirect measurements, and on the other hand the training 
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set is split is 3 distinct partitions. For each selected IM combination Ci, a regression model is 

then built considering the different partitions of the training set. A total number of 9 

redundant models are therefore built, which exploit both different IM combinations and 

different partitions of the training set. These 9 models will be used during the testing phase in 

order to establish prediction confidence. 

�

Fig. 44: Generation of redundant regression models

We have actually explored different implementations of the procedure that CPC. In the 

first version, consistency between the values predicted by the 9 models is checked in a single 

step, i.e. the difference between the predicted values is computed for each pair of models and 

prediction is considered reliable only if all these 36 differences are inferior to a given 

threshold εthi. In the case, the final predicted value is computed as the mean of the 9 predicted 

values. In the two other versions, prediction consistency is verified is two steps. In the first 

step, consistency between predicted values is checked considering models 3 by 3 according to 

the used training set partition in one version or the used IM combination in the other version; 

then 3 intermediate predicted values can be computed. In the second step, consistency 

between these 3 intermediate values is checked and the final predicted value is computed as 

the mean of these 3 values. These different implementations of the two-tier alternate test 

scheme with augmented model redundancy are summarized in Fig. 45. 
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(a) Version A - one-step CPC procedure 

(b) Version B - two-step CPC procedure  

(Check prediction consistency between results issued from different IM combinations first) 
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(c) Version C - two-step CPC procedure  

(check prediction consistency between results issued from different partitions of the training set first) 

Fig. 45: Implementations of the two-tier indirect test scheme with augmented model 

redundancy  

IV.6.3 Experimental Results  
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Table 4: Average and maximal prediction errors observed using the different 

implementations for the particular CP1 prediction example of previous sub-section
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From the results of Table 4, it can be observed that the 3 versions of the new 

implementation of augmented model redundancy have equivalent performances. The 

efficiency of these new implementations is clearly demonstrated, since they permit to reduce 

average and maximal prediction errors compared to the initial implementation. The 

improvement is particularly significant regarding the maximal prediction error that reduces 

from �f
��� with the initial implementation down to less than 	��. Also it can be observed 

that the cost-reduced implementation that exploits model redundancy based only on different 

training set partitions offers degraded performances compared to other implementations.  

Table 5: Comparison of the different implementations for CP1 prediction
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Table 6: Comparison of the different implementations for IP3 prediction 
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Results on the previous ÄÅ	 prediction example are obtained considering 3 particular 

IM combinations. To further corroborate these results, we have conducted a large campaign of 

experiments varying the IM combinations used to build the redundant models. More precisely 

for each specification, we perform �
 random selections of * different IM combinations 

among all the combinations corresponding to models with a satisfying accuracy. For each *

selected IM combinations, redundant models are then built considering 100 random splits of 

the training devices in 3 partitions. Implementations with augmented model redundancy are 

therefore evaluated over �9


 different cases of generated redundant models. Results are 

summarized in 

Table 5 and 

Table 6 for ÄÅ	and ÆÅ* predictions respectively.  

These results confirm the observations made on the particular ÄÅ	 prediction example, 

and in particular the superiority of the new implementations with augmented model 

redundancy. Indeed although impact on the average prediction error is not significant, there is 

a substantial improvement regarding the maximal prediction error, with a reduction not only 

of the mean and maximum values observed over the different cases of generated redundant 

models, but also of the standard deviation. In particular, this standard deviation reduces from 


f�i�� with the initial implementation down to 
fi��� for ÄÅ	 specification, and from 


fjg�� down to 0.5dBm for ÆÅ* specification. This constitutes an important improvement of 

the robustness of the technique. Regarding comparison between the performances offered by 
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the 3 versions of the new implementation, they are equivalent for ÄÅ	 specification, but 

version “A” leads to slightly better results for ÆÅ* specification; this implementation may 

therefore be preferred. Regarding the cost-reduced implementation that exploit model 

redundancy based only on different training set partitions, this solution should not be retained 

as it presents degraded performances compared to other implementations. 

Finally we have compared the different implementations regarding the percentage of 

circuits for which suspect predictions are identified. Results are summarized in Fig. 46. As 

expected, implementations with augmented model redundancy lead to a higher number of 

suspect predictions compared to implementations with model redundancy based only on either 

different IM combinations or different training set partitions, both for ÄÅ	 and ÆÅ*
specifications. However the percentage remains extremely low, less than 	f�Ã, which means 

that the new implementations permits to improve prediction results while maintaining a low 

test cost overhead.  

�

Fig. 46: Comparison of different implementations in terms  

of percentage of suspect predictions 
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IV.7 Conclusion 

The main obstacle against the wide development of indirect test is the lack of 

confidence in the predicted RF performance values. As shown along this chapter, although 

circuit specifications are accurately predicted for most of tested devices, there are some 

devices for which prediction is affected by large errors; experiments show that these 

anomalies appear regardless of the used IM combination and the size of the training set, i.e. 

even though well correlated IMs and large TSS are used for model construction. Nevertheless, 

the percentage of these circuits increases when using models with low accuracy or reduced set 

of training devices.  

To cope with these issues, we have proposed in this chapter a novel implementation of 

the prediction-oriented indirect test strategy. The idea is to introduce in the test procedure a 

kind of “safety” mechanism in order to prevent incorrect predictions which may cause test 

escape or yield loss. For this, we have exploited model redundancy and we have implemented 

a simple procedure that permits to identify devices for which prediction is prone to error. 

These devices are then removed from the indirect test tier and directed to a second tier where 

further testing may apply. In this way, we expect that most of the devices are evaluated 

through the low-cost indirect test tier and only a small fraction of devices are evaluated 

through a more expensive test procedure. As a result, the overall test cost is reduced compared 

to standard specification testing while accuracy is preserved. 

This redundancy-based strategy has proven its efficiency along many experiments. 

Moreover it improves prediction accuracy and robustness in different contexts, such as 

building of models with training set of reduced size or low correlation IMs. It therefore 

permits to relax some important constraints faced by the test engineers for the efficient 

implementation of indirect test. Finally, we have proposed new implementations of the CPC

procedure to improve its efficiency. These new implementations are based on redundant 

models that involve not only different combinations of indirect measurements as initially 

proposed, but also different partitions of the training set. Combining these two aspects permits 

the generation of a higher number of redundant models while maintaining the same cost, i.e. 

the same number of indirect measurements to be performed. All implementations redirect 

only a very small fraction of the devices to second tier, therefore incurring very low test cost 

overhead. 
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With the development of complex IC manufacturing processes and advanced IC 

integration schemes, it becomes increasingly challenging to produce operational chips. The 

quality assurance of the devices is becoming a very important criterion over the phases of the 

manufacturing process. Testing is of course an essential function to ensure product quality. In 

the context of analog and RF IC, the conventional practice is based on measuring the circuit 

performances and comparing them to specifications given by the datasheet. This 

specification-based test strategy, in spite of providing a golden test quality, has prohibitive 

cost. Two main factors contribute to this prohibitive cost: first the capital investment on the 

required RF test resources which could reach over than 60% of the total cost of an ATE; 

second the long test time needed to perform all RF measurements. In this context, testing of 

systems including RF parts has become a bottleneck to obtain low-cost products with high 

quality with respect the datasheet specifications and with reasonable time-to-market.  

Some cost-reduced RF IC testing techniques have emerged in last decades. A quick 

overview on these techniques is given in the first chapter. One of the promising techniques is 

the indirect test strategy. This strategy can be applied at different levels in the manufacturing 

process; i.e. it can be adopted at wafer-level as well as package-level.  

In this work, we have investigated the implementation of the indirect test strategy in the 

context of prediction-oriented test. This technique dramatically decreases the cost of the test 

solution, in particular when DC measurements are used to predict the circuit RF

performances. In this case, there is no need for expensive RF equipment to perform the test. 

Moreover, the test time is considerably reduced. In addition because it gives access to the 

value of the device RF parameters, prediction-oriented indirect test also allows the industrials 

to perform additional post-silicon quality assurance operations, such as quality binning or 

process monitoring.  

In spite of the clear advantages offered by this technique, the industrials have not yet 

entire confidence to widely adopt such a test strategy. The lack of confidence in the predicted 

value of RF parameters comes from different sources. As seen in the second and the third 

chapters, learning conditions and used IMs for the construction of a predictive model have a 

significant impact on the model accuracy. It also impacts the robustness of the model 
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regarding its ability to perform accurate prediction for new devices, and incorrect predictions 

observed for some devices might generate additional test escape or yield loss. 

This thesis intends to improve confidence in the prediction-oriented indirect test 

strategy. Model accuracy and robustness are the key features to achieve trustable predicted 

values of the RF parameter. The model accuracy mainly depends on how much the used IMs

express the RF parameter variation. Wise selection of the IMs is therefore required to build 

accurate models. In the literature, there are several methods for pertinent data selection. In 

chapter II, some of them have been investigated and compared to a reference solution based 

on an “exhaustive” search of the pertinent IMs subset. Due to evident computational issues; 

the search is restricted to subsets constituted only of 3 IMs. In spite of the limited space 

search, we have been able to build models with better accuracy than those built from IMs

selected by the existing techniques. Moreover, thanks to the large number of prediction 

models built for each RF parameter, optimization of the cost of the test solution can be 

performed. So, clever IM subset selection can contribute to accurate model and more cost 

efficient test solutions. To this aim, we have proposed a method for pertinent IM subset 

selection based on three steps: (i) dimensionality reduction of the IM space based on PCA, (ii) 

iterative construction of the search space based on the selection of a limited number IM

subsets at each iteration, and (iii) selection of an optimized IM subset through coverage 

problem resolution. The proposed method has been validated on the LNA test vehicle using 

simulation data; results show that predictive models with good accuracy can be built for the 

12 RF performances using only 18 DC measurements selected among the 152 available IMs. 

Note that the selection of a cost-effective solution is a difficult task when dealing with a large 

number of RF parameters to be predicted and when IMs have different individual costs (i.e. 

the assumption that the test solution cost is directly proportional to the total number of used 

IMs is no longer valid). So, further work on this area could be the development of an 

optimization algorithm able to handle these aspects in the selection of a cost-effective 

solution. 

In addition to the appropriate IMs selection for good model accuracy (i.e. low average 

prediction error), another challenge is to ensure high model robustness (i.e. low maximal 

prediction error). Unfortunately, good accuracy is achieved for most of the devices when 

using the conventional implementation of the prediction-oriented test strategy, but some 

devices exhibit large prediction errors. Even if the number of these devices is very small, this 

constitutes a real obstacle for wide development of the indirect test strategy. In this context, a 

novel implementation of the prediction-oriented indirect test strategy has been presented in 
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chapter IV. The key idea is to exploit model redundancy in order to establish prediction 

confidence for each tested device, which can then be used to define a robust test procedure. 

The proposed scheme is an adaptive test strategy based on two different tiers. All devices for 

which good prediction confidence is established are directed to the first tier, which 

corresponds to the indirect test procedure. In case of low prediction confidence, devices are 

removed from the indirect test procedure and directed to the second tier. The devices may be 

submitted to additional tests or simply discarded depending on the industrial strategy adopted 

for each product. Experiments presented in chapter IV using measurement test data have 

proven the efficiency of the proposed implementation to improve prediction accuracy and 

robustness against outliers. Moreover it also permits to get rid of the model performance 

dependency with the training data, and therefore obtain good efficiency even in case 

predictive models are built with training set of reduced size or low-correlation IMs. Note that 

the proportion of devices redirected to the second tier is very low (around 1%), which means 

that the large majority of devices are tested with the low-cost indirect test tier.  

Another issue of the indirect test strategy, which is not addressed in this work, is the 

predictive model validity with respect to potential manufacturing process shift. Indeed it is 

likely that predictive models should be relearned in case of process shift for more efficient 

implementation. An interesting perspective is to investigate whether the number of circuits 

redirected to the second tier could constitute a good indicator for model relearning.  
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Fig. 1: Specification-based test strategy�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7�

Fig. 2: Test cost versus test time.�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�I�

Fig. 3: ATE cost increase with additional added features�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�I�

Fig. 4: Wafer-level RF IC test (RF prob)�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CK�

Fig. 5: Principle of integrated test solution�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CC�

Fig. 6: Principle of the loopback testing�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�C7�

Fig. 7 Underlying idea of indirect testing.�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CD�

Fig. 8: Classification oriented Indirect Testing�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CE�

Fig. 9: Prediction oriented Indirect Testing�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CE�

Fig. 10: Wafer level test cost reduction based on spatial correlation.�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CF�

Fig. 11 Indirect Test: classical implementation�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�CJ�

Fig. 12: Block diagram of the tuner�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7C�

Fig. 13: Block diagram of the PA�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�77�

Fig. 14: SNR degradation of a signal passing through a semiconductor device222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7E�

Fig. 15: Definition of the 1-dB Compression Point�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7F�

Fig. 16: Definition of the 3
rd

 order intercept point�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7F�

Fig. 17: In-band Intermodulation Measurement�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7G�

Fig. 18: Single Neuron�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�7J�

Fig. 19: The regression tree�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�DK�

Fig. 20: Statistical properties of Training and Validation subsets regarding CP1 specification�22222222222222222�DC�

Fig. 21: Comparison of the correlation plots obtained with 4 different regression algorithms�2222222222222222222�DD�

Fig. 22: Example of aberrant prediction for one particular device�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�DE�

Fig. 23: MSE variation over models built with different IM combinations �for different regression 

algorithms�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�DF�

Fig. 24: Illustration of prediction error for different sizes of TS and VS�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�DH�

Fig. 25: Illustration of prediction error for different regression models (with same training and 

validation subsets)�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�DJ�

Fig. 26: CP1 prediction for two different TSS�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�EK�

Fig. 27 Influence of Training Set Size (TSS) on prediction accuracy for CP1 specification�2222222222222222222222�EC�

Fig. 28: Iterative search of IM subsets for specification prediction�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�FK�

Fig. 29: Comparison of six different feature selection methods based on achieved model accuracy�222222222�F7�
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Fig. 30: Comparison of the Best* solution computed in the space of 7-IM subsets and  the optimum 

solution in the reduced space of 3-IM subsets�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�FE�

Fig. 31: Accuracy the solutions given by Best*, Optim* and REF selection strategies�22222222222222222222222222222�FH�

Fig. 32: Cost of the solutions given by Best*, Optim* and REF selection strategies�222222222222222222222222222222222�FI�

Fig. 33: Flow diagram of the proposed two-tier indirect test scheme using model redundancy.2222222222222222�GE�

Fig. 34: Correlation plots for CP1 and IP3 predictions using 3 different models and after removal of 

suspect predictions (models built on 5,000 training devices)�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�GG�

Fig. 35: PA performance prediction with model redundancy: impact of the threshold value εCP1/IP3 used 

during identification of suspect predictions�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�GI�

Fig. 36 : Average prediction error of selected redundant models vs. TSS.�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�GJ�

Fig. 37: Correlation plots for CP1 and IP3 predictions using 3 different models and after removal of 

suspect predictions (models built on 300 training devices)�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HC�

Fig. 38: Average and maximal prediction errors vs. TSS�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�H7�

Fig. 39: Percentage of suspect predictions vs. TSS�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HD�

Fig. 40: Distribution of average prediction error (computed on TS) for the exhaustive set of predictive 

models built using triplets of IMs�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HE�

Fig. 41: Average prediction error observed on VS over the 5,000 runs�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HF�

Fig. 42: Maximum prediction error observed on VS over the 5,000 runs�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HF�

Fig. 43: Particular CP1 prediction example illustrating the limitation of the proposed implementation.�222�HH�

Fig. 44: Generation of redundant regression models�2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�HJ�

Fig. 45: Implementations of the two-tier indirect test scheme with augmented model redundancy�22222222222�IC�

Fig. 46: Comparison of different implementations in terms  of percentage of suspect predictions�222222222222�IE�
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Table 1: Average accuracy over the RF performances for the six feature selection methods and 

combined strategy according to specification to be predicted�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�FD�

Table 2: Average and maximal prediction errors for CP1 and IP3 specifications�2222222222222222222222222222222222222�GF�

Table 3: Percentage of suspect predictions: average and maximum values over the 5,000 runs�222222222222222�HG�

Table 4: Average and maximal prediction errors observed using the different implementations for the 

particular CP1 prediction example of previous sub-section�222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�I7�

Table 5: Comparison of the different implementations for CP1 prediction�22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�I7�

Table 6: Comparison of the different implementations for IP3 prediction2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222�ID�
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acc to According to 

ATE Automatic Test Equipment  

BIST Built in Self Test 

CFS Correlation-based Feature Selector 

CP1 1-dB Compression Point 

CPC Check Prediction Consistency  

dB Decibel 

DC Direct Current  

DCT Discreet Cosine Transform 

DFT Design for Test 

DUT Device Under Test  

ENR Excess Noise Ratio 

GP  Gaussian Process 

IC Integrated Circuit 

IF Intermediate Frequency 

IIP3 Input third Order Intercept Point  

IM Indirect Measurement  

IP3 Third Order Intercept Point 

KGD Known Good Die 

LNA Low Noise Amplifier 

LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling 

MARS Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines  

MiM Metal insulator Metal 

MLR Multiple Linear Regression  

mRMR minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance 

MSE Mean Squared Error 

NF Noise Figure  

ANN Artificial Neural Networks  

OIP3 Output third Order Intercept Point  

OOR Out Of Range 

PA Power Amplifier 

PC Principle Component  

PCA Principle Component Analysis 

PPM Part Per Million 

PWL Piece Wise Linear  

RF Radio Frequency 

RMSNE Root Mean Squared Normalized Error  

SiP System in Package 

SoC System on Chip 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

TS Training Set 
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TSS Training Set Size 

VP  Virtual Probe 

VS Validation Set 

VSS Validation Set Size 
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